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ABSTRACT 

Nowadays, redundant data is one of the open issues due to the rapid development of 

technologies. This issue is more visible especially in decision-making as the behaviour 

of such data is more complex and due to the uncertainty during a process of decision 

making. Besides, the need of extra memory is essential as redundant data makes use of 

storage and produce redundant copies due to its widespread use. Hence, the soft-set 

reduction techniques are introduced to assist in reducing storage space by facilitating 

less number of copies with minimum cost per line or per storage. The benefit of soft-set 

reduction is to foster the decision making process as well as to enhance the decision’s 

quality. Classification techniques that were previously proposed for eliminating 

inconsistency could not achieve an efficient soft-set reduction, which affects the 

obtained solutions; thus producing imprecise result. Furthermore, the decomposition 

based on previous algorithms could not achieve better parameter reduction in available 

domain space. The decomposition computational cost made during combination 

generation can cause machine infinite state as Nondeterministic Polynomial time (NP). 

The decomposition scenario in Rose’s and Kumar’s algorithms detects the reduction, 

but could not obtain the optimal decision. The contributions of this research are mainly 

focused on minimizing choices costs through adjusting the original classifications by 

decision partition order. Moreover, this research proposes a decision partition order 

technique to maintain the original classification consistency. The second contribution is 

enhancing the probability of search domain of Markov chain model. Furthermore, this 

research proposes an efficient Soft-Set Reduction accuracy based on Binary Particle 

Swarm optimized by Biogeography-Based Optimizer (SSR-BPSO-BBO) algorithm that 

can generate accurate decision for optimal and sub-optimal results. The results show 

that the decision partition order technique performs up to 50% in parameter reduction, 

while some algorithms could not obtain any reduction. On the other hand, the proposed 

Markov chain model could significantly represent the robustness of the proposed 

reduction technique in making the optimal decision and minimising the search domain 

by up to 33%. In terms of accuracy, the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm 

outperforms other optimization algorithms by up to 100% in achieving high accuracy 

percentage of a given soft dataset. In addition, the proposed decision partition order 

technique has reduced the choices costs and thus improves the original classification 

consistency. Hence, the proposed technique could efficiently enhance the decision 

quality. Also, the accuracy of original soft-set optimal and sub-optimal results have 

been improved using an intelligent SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm. The computational cost 

of search domain (space) has been enhanced using proposed Markov Chain Model. 
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ABSTRAK 

Massa kina, pertindihan data adalah satu isu terbuka, hasil dari pembangunan pesat 

teknologi. Isu ini menjadi lebih jelas, terutama dalam membuat keputusan, disebabkan 

oleh tingkah laku data ini yang lebih kompleks dan tidak metentu semasa proses 

membuat keputusan. Lagipun, keperluan memori yang lebih besar menjadi penting 

untuk ruang storan dan hasil salinan bertindih disebabkan penggunaan yang berleluasa. 

Jadi, teknik set lembut telah diperkenalkan untuk membantu mengurangkan ruang 

storan dengan memudah cara melalui pengurangan bilangan salinan dengan 

meminimumkan kos setiap baris atau setiap storan. Manfaat dari pengurangan set 

lembut adalah menambahbaik proses membuat keputusan, dan meningkatkan kualiti 

keputusan. Teknik klasifikasi yang dicadangkan sebelum ini untuk menghapuskan 

ketidakselarasan tidak berjaya mencapai pengurangan set lembut yang efisien, yang 

memberi kesan kepada penyelesaian yang dihasilkan; akhirnya mengeluarkan 

keputusan tidak tepat. Tambahan pula, penguraian berdasarkan algoritma terdahulu 

tidak mencapai pengurangan parameter yang lebih baik di dalam ruang domain yang 

tersedia. Kos pengiraan penguraian dibuat semasa penjanaan kombinasi boleh 

menyebabkan keadaan mesin yang tidak terhingga seperti Nondeterministic Polynomial 

time (NP). Senario penguraian dalam algoritma Rose dan Kumar dapat mengesan 

pengurangan, tetapi tidak dapat menghasilkan keputusan yang optimum. Sumbangan 

kajian ini adalah terutamanya fokus ke atas pengurangan kos pilihan melalui penalaan 

klasifikasi asal menggunakan susunan pembahagian keputusan. Tambahan pula, kajian 

ini mencadangkan teknik susunan pembahagian keputusan untuk mengekalkan 

klasifikasi asal secara konsisten. Sumbangan kedua adalah meningkatkan 

kebarangkalian domain carian dari Model Rantaian Markov. Tambahan pula, kajian ini 

mencadangkan ketepatan Pengurangan Set Lembut yang efisien berasaskan Binary 

Particle Swarm yang dioptimumkan dengan algoritma Biogeography-Based Optimizer 

(SSR-BPSO-BBO) yang boleh menjana keputusan tepat bagi hasil optimum dan sub-

optimum. Hasil dapatan menunjukkan yang teknik susunan pembahagian keputusan 

mempunyai prestasi yang lebih baik dalam pengurangan parameter sehingga 50% 

sedangkan ada di kalangan algoritma lain tidak mampu mendapat sebarang 

pengurangan dalam beberapa senario. Pada masa yang sama, Model Rantaian Markov 

yang dicadangkan boleh mewakili keteguhan teknik pengurangan dalam membuat 

keputusan optimum dan mengurangkan domain carian sehingga 33%. Dari aspek 

ketepatan, algoritma SSR-BPSO-BBO yang dicadangkan mempunyai prestasi lebih 

baik dari algoritma pengoptimuman lain dalam mencapai peratus ketepatan tinggi 

sehingga 100% dari mana-mana set data lembut. Seterusnya, teknik susunan 

pembahagian keputusan yang dicadangkan dapat mengurangkan kos pilihan, dan 

akibatnya meningkatkan klasifikasi asal secara konsisten. Jadi, teknik yang 

dicadangkan boleh meningkatkan kualiti keputusan dengan efisien. Akhirnya, ketepatan 

hasil optimum dan sub-optimum dari Set Lembut asal telah ditingkatkan menggunakan 

algoritma SSR-BPSO-BBO yang bijak. Kos pengiraan untuk domain (ruang) carian 

telah ditingkatkan menggunakan Model Rantaian Markov yang dicadangkan. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Overview 

Knowledge is a proper representation of summarized information, while 

information is derived from data. Knowledge management is the process of managing 

knowledge that contributes in the development of organization and obtains a high 

quality product through technology to provide benefits to people (Edwards, 2011). 

Knowledge management is a tool that uses effective collaboration to manage and save 

the quality of the knowledge in its entirety, then enhances the knowledge through 

generation, codification, transfer, access and store (Merminod and Rowe, 2012). The 

success of Knowledge Management (KM) depends on how efficient the knowledge can 

be organized (Ravindran et al., 2014). In other words, the process of KM is about how 

data need to be properly processed in order to make meaningful information that can be 

further summarized to deliver knowledge (King, 2009). In the process of managing 

knowledge in KM System (KMS), reduction process is used to enhance knowledge 

generation and simplify the information. Considerable effort has been devoted in 

developing KMS to capture and manage knowledge through the digital capture, storage 

and retrievals, either in single location or in multiple distributions. The demand for 

KMS would greatly reduce the storage and answer the context of cost overrun and their 

key benefit in making knowledge accessible to users anywhere, anytime, to provide less 

time complexity and to minimize uncertainty. 

Nowadays, redundant data is one of the open issues due to the rapid 

development in technologies. This issue is more visible especially in decision-making, 

since the behaviour of such type of data that gives more complexity and uncertainty 
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during a process of decision making. Besides, the need for extra memory is essential as 

the data makes use of storage and produce redundant copies due to the widespread use.  

 Thus, it has become a crucial need to reduce such huge amount of data that 

require substantial original soft data characteristics to improve the storage, which will 

contribute in improving the searching efficiency of an optimal decision for a given 

problem scenario. For this reason, the demands of reducing choices, cost, combinations 

complexity and memory space have encouraged researchers to develop smart 

techniques to address these issues of optioning optimal solutions, and at the same time 

these intelligent applications must inherit the characteristic of original soft data (Maji et 

al., 2002; King, 2009; Rose et al., 2010). 

Reductions of soft data set contribute to KMS, since reductions intended to 

overcome the replications problems which are geographically connected as well as to fit  

the original sources in a small space instead of using data compressions (Min and Eom, 

1994; Gottschalk, 2006; Maier, 2007; Fulmer, 2011; Osei-Bryson et al., 2014). In order 

to reduce data for the use of KMS, some features of original characteristics need to be 

specified as a way to assist searching for the best decision. The searching strategy and 

classification (data mining) need to be determined during the reduction process. Data 

mining technique is used to extract the descriptions of information, then discover and 

predict the future expectations from large data sets in the process of knowledge 

discovery task. Data mining relies on many factors, including the dataset source and the 

value it contained (Chang et al., 2009). Data mining helps reduction process in 

discovering knowledge especially in dealing with massive data (Adeli and Hung, 1994). 

The issue of data redundancy and the use of its reduction have become a key 

issue in the area of knowledge management. The success of knowledge management is 

dependent on the ability to organize and protect knowledge in an efficient manner (Min 

and Eom, 1994), and hence, these repositories can be managed more efficiently with the 

help of original characteristics and mining (Yu et al., 2009; Dalkir and Liebowitz, 

2011). The question is how to extract these data within their respective relationships. In 

general, all data are two-dimensional, which is represented in the table of two-

dimensional soft data sets. As shown in Figure 1.1, the data sets need to be processed 

using several steps: finding the original classification, filtering the uncertain data, and 

finally, getting the desired result. 
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Figure 1.1 Data mining process to achieve reduction in knowledge management 

Simultaneously, data mining is performed in discovering knowledge to delve 

into the massive data, in which the process rely on many factors, such as the data set 

size and the associated values (Chang et al., 2009). Taking into account the smaller 

amount of data, the stages involved in the knowledge processing include data 

extraction, reduction using techniques such clusters and rule associations, and 

classifications to precisely and accurately predict the result. When the knowledge size is 

reduced, it is easier to manage and enhance their generation, codification, transfer, 

access, store and analysis; however, the process of selecting less coefficient data is 

critical and requires advances in information system (IS) (Merminod and Rowe, 2012). 

On the other hand, improving the cost performance of choice is important since 

economically it assists the customers in the process of decision making, besides 

significantly saving their money with the obtained optimal choice. This could be 

achieved when the process taken is rationalizing the cost and simultaneously obtaining 

an output that has characteristics exactly as the original soft-set. The data volume can 

be managed by IS as it facilitates data management by rapid processing as long as the 

key benefits, not only in the process of transmitting and exchanging information 

anywhere anytime, but their extensive use arise their complexity and uncertain data. 

The complexity and uncertain data occurs when the information contain repetitions, so 

it is difficult for a human being to precisely understand their meanings, which could 

take days to solve such complex problems (Văduva, 2012). Therefore, good information 

systems (IS) would produce more consistent decisions which give accurate results but at 

a low cost (Laudon and Laudon, 2004). 

 

Knowledge management 

 

 

 

 

 

Data mining process 

1-Two dimensional soft data set 

2-Find original classification 

3-Filering uncertain soft data set 

4-Select decision result 
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Normally, IS generates information with the help of Decision Support System 

(DSS) that distinguishes between the cost of each choice by comparing their advantages 

and disadvantages. Using DSS as computer-based model, IS is able to solve the 

complex decisions problems significantly (Min and Eom, 1994). Besides, DSS can infer 

reasoning to organize and simplify knowledge management that describe the state of 

objects in discovering repeated data (Ayyub and Klir, 2006) by using co-relations such 

as rules or constrains for long-range plan decisions (Min and Eom, 1994). Through the 

DSS, mathematical models are applied to a computer system as a way to hasten the 

calculations response time and, with specific characteristics, simplify the decision 

making process with prompt response (Min and Eom, 1994). However, without a 

correct and perfect theory, these systems cannot make decision nor give reason as they 

are normally used just to verify the influence of the data (Akerkar and Sajja, 2010). 

This yields limited results, and hence the need for algorithm that can overcome the 

issue in any circumstances and to consistently achieve the needed goals. 

Numerous studies have developed and viewed in favor of data reduction to 

ensure high quality and integrity of data before it can be processed in supporting 

decision making. In the last decades, several algorithms were developed in the field of 

data reduction that are aimed at obtaining valuable information. In the case of large data 

set, the reduction process is very important as the human brain has limitation in 

performing decision making. Human brain is only able to make decisions based on 

specific amount of information or choices, but cannot extend the decision beyond the 

provided information (Del Junco et al., 2010). Consequently, the decision made by 

humans is often not accurate when dealing with large data set as it is always subjected 

to uncertainty in the decision making process (Min and Eom, 1994; Chen et al., 2009; 

Babitha and Sunil, 2010; Asemi et al., 2011;). 

Searching strategy is needed in the reduction process to minimize the searching 

spaces, which eventually will improve data extraction (Fern'ndez-Díaz et al., 2012). 

Examples of data mining techniques are rule associations, classifications, prediction and 

regressions. Classification is used to precisely and accurately explore the unique data 

feature from an original set. To initialize the classification, clusters are need. There are 

two types of classification method, namely, supervised and unsupervised learning. 

When the knowledge size is lessened, it is easier to manage and enhance their 
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generation, codification, transfer, access, store, analysis and searching. The process of 

selecting less coefficient data set is critical in information system (IS) and requires 

advances data mining techniques (Merminod and Rowe, 2012). 

The decision making in KM is not always successful because certain rules are 

sometimes not carried out (Laudon and Laudon, 2004). Figure 1.2 shows the 

summarised Decision Making flowchart (Saaty, 1994), which is used to identify correct 

and incorrect decision in DSS, but DSS itself can neither make decision nor give 

reasoning (Akerkar and Sajja, 2009). The flowchart represents the decision making 

process in the information system starting with IS as input, followed by classification 

model and finally, the mathematical model that distinguish alternatives. The available 

choices in information system need response from managers or users to make decision; 

for this reason the decision making strategy support managers and users in order to 

make decisions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Decision making system flow chart 

As has been discussed in the preceding paragraphs, in some kind of manual 

search, such as by trial and error process, could take more time, thus the need for 

parameter reduction methods. Furthermore, in case of large data in soft-set, it is quite 

impossible to attain operative reduction; in this regards the problem solving of normal 

parameter reduction is considered as one of the combinatorial problems. For example, 

consider that Mr. X wants to buy a house with limited choices that is currently under 

construction. What kind of house that he/she should buy? It is very important to give 

Mr X the right and sufficient information about the necessary features and extra 

features to help him make a correct decision (Puccinelli et al., 2009). The decision 

Input information system 

 
Use set theory to formulate original set clusters 

Use mathematical model to map the alternative and fetch 

the original property 

Evaluate the correctness if the original property is inherited 

Select optimal decision 
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cannot be based on emotional influence and bad quality promotions due to their low 

demand (Puccinelli et al.  2009); consequently, there is a wide range in human daily life 

where information processing is very important to support them make decision at 

various levels to ensure accuracy and consistency in decision making (Chen et al., 

2009), two types of variables are involved in decision making process, namely, 

independent and dependent variables; independent variables focus on external factors, 

while dependent variable focus on main factors in searching for decision quality. 

There are several risks to be considered in managing uncertainty in decision 

making when using several mathematical models. Firstly, rich information is considered 

as successful complete decision, but incomplete decision can cause a series of risks 

(Chen et al., 2009). The risk of making decision under uncertainty either exceed 

boundary domain or contain inconsistency (Jiang et al., 2009). Data consistency is a 

vital resource to all organization to avoid inconsistency that occurs continuously that 

everybody faces (Feng and Cagman, 2012). Handling data inconsistency is very 

important because in reality, there are a lot of real life problems in which uncertain data 

is involved, such as in the fields of engineering, medical, social, and medical sciences 

(Maji et al., 2002). 

Secondly, obtaining a good decision out of alternatives in business is 

challenging process. The performance a business will be based on the best quality and 

lowest prices, as well as in its domestic and the global life in fulfilling customer’s 

satisfaction. In order to fulfil various customers’ needs, the features of the available 

product should be customized and reduced based on their needs. By eliminating the 

unnecessary features for a particular group of customer could help reduce the cost, 

hence increase customer satisfaction (Hoque et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, in information processing, data integrity and accuracy is very 

crucial before processing can be done. One of the main issue of data integrity and 

accuracy is data redundancy or elimination of data similarity. Considering the concept 

of ‘Garbage in garbage out’, data similarities in the satisfied boundary should be 

managed at the initial stage. There are a lot of techniques in managing data similarities 

such as clusters and AND/OR operations, which are used to minimize the differences in 

soft data. For example, to manage data similarity in cluster classified data, hierarchical 

method or partitioning methods can be used, however, the method is more suitable for 
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reducing time complexity, while the partitioning method is more suitable for use if the 

data is large (Herawan, 2014). 

To some extent, not all from the whole amount of data is needed in decision 

making (Ibrahim and Yusuf, 2012). If excessive information governs the process of 

decision making, then issues of lengthy processing time and inefficiencies will occur. 

Thus, in information processing, it is very crucial to process just sufficient data and 

remove all unnecessary data to reduce processing time. 

1.2  Research Background 

Numerous fields of research deal with the complexity of uncertain soft data that 

require efficient techniques to manage and reduce the unnecessary data. The nature of 

the uncertainty data could be visible in many domains and it varies from one to another. 

In this regards, the uncertainty problems are frequently handled using some probability 

theories, such as fuzzy sets, rough sets, soft-sets and other mathematical tools. 

In data reduction, there are two main theories are used to manage soft data 

uncertainty, which are rough set theory and soft-set theory. Rough set theory, as 

proposed by Pawlak (1983) have boundary that is determined by an approximation in 

managing uncertain data (Pawlak, 1991). However, this research focuses on soft-set 

theory as a new technique for managing uncertain data in decision making process. 

Soft-set theory is also known as binary, basic or elementary system (Molodtsov, 1999). 

In addition, soft-set may be redefined as the classification of objects in two distinct 

classes, thus confirming that soft-set can deal with a Boolean-valued information 

system due to differences of multi-value language in parameters preferences across the 

world (Min and Dom, 1994). Molodtsov (1999) has pointed out that one of the main 

advantages of soft-set theory it is free from the inadequacy of the parameterization 

tools; unlike in the theories of fuzzy set, probability and interval mathematics, in which 

the inadequacy are visible. Hence, there will be no certain value could be precisely 

defined to indicate the optimal decision since it is a fuzzy set. 

On the other hand, during data reduction process, it is very crucial to ensure that 

the obtained reduced sets still consist the original properties and attributes of the 

information (Zhao et al., 2007; Rose et al., 2012). The main objective of reduction is to 
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lessen the number of parameters, and at the same time, attain the property of 

information in helping the process of decision making (Rose et al., 2012). 

In the area of data reduction research, there are various techniques introduced by 

researchers such as by Maji et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et al. (2008), Mamat  

et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2010), Rose et al. (2012), and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). 

Every soft-set study has verified the influence of parameter exchanges during original 

combinations generation to search for exact decisions (solutions); the direction of 

reduction is measured by implicitly or non-implicitly conditions. The noted variation of 

the implicitly or non-implicitly reductions is that a multiples column yield limited 

reduction results in the case of uncertainty in the form of non-implicitly. However, 

there are still issues and challenges in this research area, which provides an opportunity 

for further research to enhance the existing techniques. For example, reduction 

technique introduced by Maji et al. (2002) has an issue of sub-optimal problem which 

causes inconsistency in the obtained results. This problem of inconsistency from Maji 

was solved by Chen et al. (2005), but the problem of sub-optimal decisions still remain, 

which induce incorrect and inconsistent decision. Thus, to improve the accuracy of the 

decision making, Kong et al. (2008) has introduced implicitly reduction technique. 

However, using Kong’s technique, no reduction will be produced if there is no 

implicitly, and it has complexity even if there is implicitly; thus the reduction proposed 

by Kong et al. is considered to be partially achieved. The complexity issue of the 

proposed technique by Kong has been improved by Rose et al. (2010) and Mamat  et al. 

(2011). In addition, Rose et al. (2012) has introduced a technique for identifying the 

soft-set reduction base on implicitly. In another research, Kumar and Rengasamy 

(2013) has introduced another technique to reduce the soft data, but without considering 

implicitly. Thus, it is obvious that as a way to enhance decision making process, the 

uncertainty parts within the data should be omitted. Hence, data reduction process 

should take place before performing any decision making process, which would assist 

in obtaining optimal result. Accordingly, this research is focused on soft data reduction 

techniques to improve the limitations mentioned by previous researchers, such as Maji 

et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et al. (2008), Ma et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2010), 

Rose et al. (2012) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). 
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1.3 Problem Statement 

The major problem facing knowledge management is how to control 

inconsistency of soft-set data, which affects the knowledge derivation, and how to 

improve the knowledge quality. Previously, the original soft-set theory used to derive 

choices causes high cost of memory due to processing of searching, which is time 

consuming. However, decisions made by the existing methods contain a lot of 

inconsistencies that could affect the actual outcome and increase the risk of the decision 

taken. Furthermore, the existing parameter reduction algorithms lack the classification 

ability of the original soft-set (optimal and sub-optimal choices) that could be managed 

in order to reduce parameters. Besides, issue of false parameters involved in decision 

making is highly costly and it reduces the accuracy of parameter reduction algorithm. 

To sum up the existing gaps within all aforementioned algorithms has motivated 

the research to develop a new algorithm that could efficiently predicts the optimal and 

sub-optimal decisions through effective and improved reduction technique. In this 

research, there are two areas to be explored that are derived from the above issues in 

order to address the research gaps in normal parameter reduction. The first main issue 

that need to be addressed is to reduce the data size while ensuring the information is 

still in a correct form. Then, to find the original features of the information through data 

classification of optimal and sub-optimal decisions using an efficient classification 

algorithm. 

1.4 Objective of the Study 

The objectives of this research are summarized as follows: 

i) To design a hybrid technique that could be used to manage uncertain data and 

maintain its consistency during the parameter reduction process. 

ii) To develop a mathematical model that can form the probability of parameter 

reduction based on adjusted weight vector and Markov Chain model. 

iii) To develop an efficient Soft-Set Reduction based Binary Particle Swarm 

optimized by Biogeography-Based Optimizer (SSR-BPSO-BBO) algorithm 

that can be utilised in soft-set data classification and optimal decision making 

processes. 
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1.5 Scope of Study 

The scope of the study are as follows: 

i) The scope of this thesis is the use of soft-set theory to reduce the number of 

soft parameters and objects using the hybrid technique for finite soft data 

approximations to remove sub objects and determine original data 

characteristics cluster while maintaining optimal and sub-optimal choices. 

ii) Use decompositions and adjusted weight vector to reduce the domain 

boundary of solutions and select the optimal decisions. 

iii) The work is conducted to provide accuracy of decision making in soft-set by 

establishing an efficient soft-set reduction algorithm. 

iv) The proposed algorithms implemented in this study will be using Matlab and 

Java programs. 

1.6 Significant of Study 

The proposed algorithm in this study is significant to the body of knowledge 

which could efficiently maintain the optimal and sub-optimal choices during soft set 

reduction process. Moreover, the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm will efficiently 

address the issue of obtaining an optimal decision with high classification rate and less 

error values. 

1.7 Organization of Thesis  

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes existing 

related research and discusses the fundamental concept of rough set theory, rough set-

based reduction, the notion of information and relational data base, and the idea of 

approximation. Chapter 3 describes the proposed techniques, while Chapter 4 describes 

the analysis and discussions. Finally, the research conclusion and future work are 

described in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the introduction of 

decision making in data mining and soft set theories, while Section 2 describes sets 

based on mathematical definitions of rough set and soft sets. Section 3 presents a 

description of previous several soft set algorithms, and finally, Section 4 concludes the 

chapter. 

2.1   Introduction 

Significant contributions have been made by previous researchers in reducing 

soft-set parameters to improve the reduction efficiency of parameters. The reason for 

the contributions is that inconsistency is a widespread occurrence in soft matrixes. The 

quality of the soft-set decisions will be increased if there are fewer parameters and if the 

set contains the required original data. The reduction process is introduced to reduce the 

number of parameters based on original characteristics, which consequently enhanced 

memory size, searching, copies and device overflow problem. In data reduction, the 

data set should be unique and consistent in order to avoid NP-hard and high choices 

cost (Pawlak and Skowron, 2007). 

This chapter presents a general review of the soft-set theory and the 

characteristics of original data to be exchanged in the generation, which is followed 

with the discussion on the effect of the reduction on the soft-set and the characteristics 

of the original parameters to be maintained. Figure 2.1 shows the decision table of a 

soft-set containing the parameters ),...,( 1 nPP   that can be divided, based on support 

values, into two disjoint groups called condition, which maps the binary value and 
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decision attributes that maintain the objects support ),,...,,( 21 nuuu  where 
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Figure 2.1 Decision table of soft set 

Based on Figure 2.1, the challenge in effective decision making is to ensure the 

unique classifications and appropriate parameter conditions were selected and presented 

in the decision making. To solve the problem and challenges, many researches have 

been done in parameter reduction, which highlight the most important parameter 

correlations in order to optimize the decision making process. However, there is no 

description in those researches as to when a parameter supports n number of records is 

considered as a reduction; thus, this work attempts to fill the gap and several previous 

researches were reviewed. For example, the fundamentals of knowledge discovery were 

carried out in a unique column in order to optimize the memory utilization has been 

highlighted (Abedjan and Naumann, 2011). Also, traditional data exploration 

algorithms in parameter reduction results yield insufficient solutions and have certain 

limitations, such as inaccurate decision discovery (Olson and Delen, 2008). Moreover, 

reduction of the data boundaries have enhanced time optimization in performing further 

partition checking based on outstanding results, such as data clustering, data 

classifications and rule association generation (Ngai et al., 2009). The effect of these 

techniques is a robust reduction algorithm to support choice classifications in order to 

ensure the consistency of the choice order (Kantardzic, 2011). However, data 

classification would require basic configurations and the influence of data classification 
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to generate coefficient of performance for organizing more effective and efficient data 

categorization (Ji et al., 2011). 

Handling uncertain data is very important because, in reality, there are a lot of  

real life problems in which still involve uncertain data, such as in the fields of 

engineering, medical, social and medical sciences (Maji, et al., 2002). However, the 

predicament can be solved using mathematical principles such as rough set ((Kumar et 

al., 2015; Karaaslan, 2016; Mohamad and Selamat, 2016; Zhan et al., 2017), fuzzy set 

(Selvachandran and Salleh, 2016), probability (Zhu and Wen, 2010; Deng and Wiebe, 

2015; Lee and Wang, 2016), interval (Alkhazale, 2015), and soft-set theory (Cagman 

and Enginoglu, 2010; Saraf, 2013; Onyeozili and Gwary, 2014; Pant et al., 2015; 

Tripathy and Arun, 2015; Acıkgoz and Tas, 2016; Awang et al., 2016; Chen and Zou, 

2016; Citkin et al., 2016; Gobithaasan, 2016; Solanki, 2016; Ulucay et al., 2016; Yang 

et al., 2016). Molodtsov (1999) pointed out that one of the main advantages of soft-set 

theory is that it is free from the inadequacy of the parameterization tools, unlike in the 

theories of fuzzy set, probability and interval mathematics. 

In recent years, research on soft-set theory has been active and great progress 

has been achieved ((Bakshi et al., 2016; Chen and Zou, 2016; Deli and Cagman, 2016), 

including that using the fundamental soft-set theory, soft-set theory in abstract algebra 

and soft-set theory for data analysis, particularly in decision making (Rose et al., 2010; 

Xu et al., 2014; Dymek and Walendziak, 2015; Feng, 2016; Fertier et al., 2016; Kıvan 

et al., 2016; Sutoyo et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016;  and Danjuma et al., 2017). The 

concept of soft-set-based reduction is another area that purportedly supports decision 

making problems with less involvement of data and attributes by reducing the 

attributes. An unreduced Boolean-valued database does usually contain large amount of 

data. Decision making is a very critical task that need to be done by complete but not 

extraneous information. One practical problem faced is whether all the attributes in the 

set of attributes are always necessary to preserve a particular property (Zhao et al., 

2007), for there might be records that are not significant at all, and vice versa. Thus, one 

must take into consideration in identifying significant data and use relevant data only 

for the purpose of decision making. An important issue here is how to reduce the 

database without removing the crucial data. It is therefore part the intention in this 

paper is to highlight records and parameters according to its significance and show how 
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it will be dealt with for decision making through the process of spatial reduction. In 

doing so, it is hoped to scale down the volume of the data such that it is sufficed enough 

for the process of decision making. 

To ensure that sufficient data is available for the process of decision making, 

reduction of data must be properly addressed. There are cases whereby not only the 

parameters ought to be considered for the process of reduction, but the object itself is 

exposed to the process of reduction. Input obtained from the stored data in terms of 

records and attributes in databases play a major role in the process of decision making. 

Hence, care must be taken when reducing the data because precision is considered as a 

major factor in decision making. 

Data clustering technique is designed to reduce the number of parameters with 

similar characteristics (Milligan and Cooper, 1985), where a cluster is the smallest 

logical amount of storage that can be used to hold data for an organization. In 

clustering, the relation between elements in the same classes has to be closed and the 

objective is to predict the features among the objects in order to evaluate each object. 

To ensure consistency and accuracy of the clusters, the relation between the different 

classes must be distinct and cannot be closed. However, in reality, the relation in some 

objects’ structure cannot be determined based on the homogeneity or heterogeneity of 

the objects, but is rather ambiguous or falls in between the two clusters (Hoppner, 

1999). 

Another common technique used for data reduction is the association rule, 

which has been used to identify unrelated data with the help of the relations based on 

support and confidence (Vaidya and Clifton, 2002). In association rule, the values of 

support factors and confidences were compared with each other to predict the decisions 

that can be determined by definitions or normalizations. However, weak rules can cause 

wrong decisions, thus deriving strong rules is crucial; to derive a strong rule domain, 

the data should be classified with certain criteria and optimized in order to reduce the 

use of uncertain data (Kantardzic, 2011). 

Normally, uncertain data in a soft-set will display the same results regardless of 

data quality. In this study, it will be shown that a stable original classification is needed 

to obtain a good reduction result that has quantitative and qualitative coefficient. This 
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implies that it is one of the uncertainties because it contains contradictions, and the 

occurrence of other forms of false parameters can also result in uncertainty; hence, all 

uncertainty is noise because it contains inconsistency that reduces the quality of data. 

In real situations, the influence of uncertain soft data causes real life problems 

including a wide range of uncertain data. For example, in field of science, the concept 

issue has produced methodology to overcome it in engineering, medical, social, medical 

sciences etc. (Maji et al., 2002) as incorrect result due to noise can generate uncertainty. 

Thus, the errors resulting from uncertain data need to be handled carefully. These 

predicaments were dealt with using mathematical principles and soft-set theory to 

estimate and predict the issues of uncertainty, as used by Molodtsov (1999). A finite 

uncertain soft data have been solved using soft-set theory, in which every parameter 

was classified into two 1’s and 0’s (Molodtsov, 1999), a comprehensive strategy for 

reducing digital data. The author also suggests that the performance of soft-set 

reductions is more suitable compared to other reduction strategies. 

Duplicate data means that the data will be transferred onto double rows that 

would result in an inconsistent overall increase in the average of uncertain data, thus 

increasing choice cost, which consequently serves to decrease the accuracy of the 

information, and the knowledge of the entire computational domain outlet was directly 

increased while decreasing the quality of knowledge (Bell, 1982). Tremendous data 

mining efforts were made since relevant outcomes would be the result of evaluating 

every single object and eliminating the duplicate data, even though data miming process 

has performed data cleaning, data integration, data transformation and data reduction. 

This confirms the argument based on evidence that parameter reduction is dependent on 

the lowest value and the highest values (Damghani et al., 2009). If the parameters are 

not beyond the lowest values and the highest value, it needs to integrate the 

inhomogeneous information by generalization or classification techniques to produce 

homogeneous information (Ji et al., 2011). Furthermore, to examine the complexity of 

the outcomes (diversities), consistent and accurate decisions are normally required 

(Akerkar and Sajja, 2010). Generalization is a mechanism that identifies essential 

features which run their conditions to mine and match the search (Mitchell et al., 1986); 

classification that focuses on data categorization is also called generalization since 

similar objects are organized in classes (Poo et al., 2008). As a result, classification 
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accuracy is the metric of reduction that examine the boundary and decision 

characteristics to avoid repeated data. For example, suppose in a company the items 

delivery process is based on email, then repeated email causes repeated items to be sent 

to customers. Also, by deleting an email the customer has somehow agreed to the loss 

of his right or at least must wait a certain amount of times (Muller and Freytag, 2005). 

This question is similar to ambiguities and can be avoided with help of soft-set theory 

algorithms. 

Numerous fields of research deal with the complexity of uncertain data that 

inquire efficient techniques to manage the reduction process of the unnecessary data. 

The nature of the uncertainty data could be visible in many domains and it varies from 

one to another. In this regards there are some of probability theories, such as fuzzy sets, 

rough sets, soft-sets and other mathematical tools that are frequently used in handling 

uncertainty problems. In the area of data reduction research, various techniques have 

been introduced by researchers such as Maji et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et 

al. (2008), Mamat  et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2010), Rose et al. (2012) and Kumar and 

Rengasamy (2013). Thus, the obvious way to enhance decision making process is to 

eliminate the uncertainty parts within the data. Hence, data reduction process should 

take place before performing any decision making process, this will assist in obtaining 

optimal result. Hence, this research is focused on data reduction techniques. 

In addition, during data reduction process, it is very crucial to ensure that the 

reduced sets obtained still consist the original properties and attributes of the 

information (Zhao et al., 2007; Rose et al., 2012). The main objective of the reduction is 

to lessen the number of parameters and maintain the property of information in helping 

the process of decision making (Rose et al., 2012). 

Some researchers have reported soft-set parameters reduction partition 

modelling. Some previous studies have tried to reduce the data and its ability has great 

effort, but the vague statements widen the scope of imagination, such as stated by Maji 

et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et al. (2008), Mamat  et al. (2011), Rose et al. 

(2010), Rose et al. (2012), and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). Similar investigations 

that were carried out in reducing implies (Kong et al., 2008; Mamat  et al., 2011; Rose 

et al., 2010) displayed the same reduction results but different using computational 

strategies. Every soft-set study has verified the influence of parameters exchanges 
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during original combinations generating to search for exact decisions (solutions). Thus, 

the direction of reduction is measured by implicitly or non-implicitly conditions. 

2.2 Optimization and Data Mining Technique 

One of the most significant advances in the field of data mining is Neural 

Networks (NN), inspired by biological neurons in the human brain. At the early phase 

of NN the concept of rudimentary of NN was mathematically modeled by (McCulloch 

and Pitts, 1943). Ease of operation, low computational cost, and high performance in 

addition to accuracy in decision making and classification problems have made this 

computational tool extraordinarily common over the last years. Of the different types of 

NNs, the Feedforward Neural Network (FNN) (Fine, 1999) is the easiest and most 

widely used. 

Basically, FNN receives information as inputs on one side and provide outputs 

from the other side. This connection is normally performed utilizing one-directional 

links between the neurons in different layers. It is good to mention that FNN is 

categorized into two types based on number of layers, which are FNN: Single-Layer 

Perceptron (SLP) (Rosenblatt, 1957) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (McCulloch 

and Pitts, 1943; Werbos, 1974). In case of solving linear problems, SLP type is more 

compatible since it consists of only a single perceptron. On the other hand, for solving 

non-linear problems an MLP is more suitable since it has more than one perceptron that 

could be established in different layers. We can, therefore, highlight the applications of 

MLPs to be categorized as pattern classification (Melin, Sanchez and Castillo, 2012), 

data prediction (Guo, Wong and Li, 2012), and function approximation (Gardner and 

Dorling, 1998). Regarding pattern classification, MLP has the ability to classify data 

into pre-defined separate classes (Fine, 1999), while in prediction, MPL could perform 

efficient forecasting of future trends according to present and former data (Guo, Wong 

and Li, 2012). In addition, MLP can perform function approximation which includes 

the process of modelling relationships between input variables. It has been proven that 

MLPs with one hidden layer are able to approximate any continuous or discontinuous 

function (Hornik, Stinchcombe and white, 1989; Csaji, 2001). Generally speaking, 

MLPs work  similar to the human brain since they are equipped with a learning theory, 

which offers them the capability to learn from experience. This ability of learning from 

experience is an essential component with all NNs and it is categorized                       
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into two types, which are supervised (Werbos, 1992;Hush and Horne, 1993) and 

unsupervised (Oja, 2002) learning. In MLPs, most applications are using the standard 

(Hush and Horne, 1993) or developed Back-Propagation (BP) (Zhang, 2009) algorithms 

by way of their learning methods, which fit  the supervised learning group. 

The objective of the learning process is to find the best combination of 

connection weights and biases in the NN to achieve the minimum error for training and 

test samples. However, although, thru the learning processes the error frequency of 

MLP remains continually high for a certain period of time.  That could be due to the 

reason that the learning algorithm leads MLPs to local minima instead of the global 

minimum. Normally, in gradient-based learning approaches such as BP the issue of 

trapping within local minima is quite common. The literature demonstrates that 

heuristic optimization methods are encouraging replacements for gradient-based 

learning algorithms (Yao, 1993; Branke, 1995). The reason behind that is the stochastic 

nature of these algorithms enables them to escape local minima better than gradient-

based techniques and optimize challenging problems. Heuristic methods also have 

faster ability in convergence rates to the global minimum compared to BP, as examined 

in (Gudise and Venayagamoorthy, 2003). 

Numerous heuristic optimization methods have been employed to train FNNs, 

such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) (Mendes, et al., 2002), Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) (Seiffert, 2001), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Blum and Socha, 2005), and 

Evolutionary Strategies (ES) (Wienholt, 1993). Hence, the most critical issue of which 

classification method might be suitable for a specific problem is not easy to be 

addressed. This concept was proven by a well-known No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem, 

which states that there is no heuristic algorithm best suited to solving all optimization 

problems (Adeli, and Hung, 1994; Mirjalili and Hashim, 2010; Boussaid, Lepagnot and 

Siarry, 2013; Mirjalili et al., 2014). 

The BBO algorithm as suggested by (Mirjaliliet et al., 2014) is an Evolutionary 

Algorithm (EA) that introduces specific evolutionary mechanisms to each individual in 

a population. EAs such as BBO and GAs can provide more flexible training techniques 

compared to gradient-based algorithms. The reason behind that is the search space of an 

MLP is changed for different datasets. In spite of the qualities of GAs for training 

MLPs, the diversity of evolutionary operators of BBO for each individual potentially 
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allows BBO to overtake a GA in terms of efficiency in classification and decision 

making problems. 

The main motivation behind selecting BBO-based trainer for MLPs is the 

mutation operator of BBO. Unlike to Swarm Intelligence (SI) techniques (PSO and 

ACO for instance), EAs mostly have mutation operators, which contributes to their 

exploitation capability. This possibly enables BO to compete SI techniques in training 

MLPs as well. A n additional factor that could assist BBO outperform a GA is that there 

are different mutation constants for each individual in a population of dataset, which 

usually has a single mutation operator for the whole population. To this end, the 

essentially different adaptive mechanisms of evolutionary operators and mutations for 

each individual contribute to BBO in providing diverse exploration and exploitation 

behaviors when solving different problems. 

There is currently insignificant literature focusing on the efficiency of BBO in 

training MLPs in the field of parameter reduction and decision making based on soft-set 

technique. The only related work was by Kong (Kong, et al., 2015),  in which the 

particle swarm optimization algorithm was employed to reduce the parameters. 

However, in the proposed algorithm the standard PSO was utilized, whereby standard 

PSO is lacking in terms of classification type of problems and does not assist in giving a 

definite answer or one optimal decision (Mirjalili et al., 2014). Thus, the binary version 

of PSO (BPSO) is more suitable with parameter reduction issue in soft-set, since it is 

dealing with two faces probability (0 or 1). Moreover, BPSO  needs an optimization 

process to take place for more accurate results. For this reason, some concepts of 

optimization process of MLP using BBO are discussed in this section (Figure 2.2). 
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Figure 2.2 An MLP with one hidden layer 

Source: McCulloch and Pitts (1943). 

Figure 2.2 presents an MLP with three layers, where the number of input nodes 

is n, the number of hidden nodes is h, and the number of output nodes is m. It is obvious 

that there is a one-way connection between nodes, which means it is an FNN. The 

output of the MLP is calculated as follows: 

The weighted sums of inputs are first calculated by Eq. (2.1). 

                                                                                             

 

   

 

where n is the number of the input nodes, Wij represents the weight of the 

connection from the ith node in the input layer to the jth node in the hidden layer, hj is 

the bias (threshold) of the jth hidden node, and Xi shows the ith input. Equation 2.2 is 

calculating the output of each hidden node. 

                                            
 

             
                          

The final output could be calculated based on the following equation by 

computing the outputs of hidden nodes. 

                                                                     

 

   

                         

where     is the connection weight from the     hidden node to the    output 

node, and     is the bias (threshold) of the kth output node. 
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It is essential to mention that the most significant elements of MLPs are the 

connection weights and biases. As we can observe from aforementioned equations, the 

weights and biases are used to identify the final values of output. Thus, the main 

concept behind training an MLP is to obtain the optimum values for weights and biases 

as a way to achieve anticipated outputs from certain given inputs of a dataset. 

2.2.1 Biogeography-Based Optimization Algorithm 

The BBO algorithm was first proposed by Simon (2008). The basic concept 

BBO algorithm was inspired by biogeography, which relates to the study of biological 

organisms in terms of geographical distribution. In other words, the basic concept of the 

geographical distribution over time and space was adopted by Simon as way to 

introduce BBO algorithm. In BBO algorithm different islands, lands, or even continents 

over decades, centuries, or millennia could be included in a form of case studies. Thus, 

various ecosystems (habitats or territories) are explored to find the relationships 

between different species (habitants) in terms of immigration, emigration, and mutation. 

Hence, the essential inspiration for the BBO algorithm was come from the evolution of 

ecosystems in reaching a stable situation while considering different kinds of species 

(such as predator and prey), and the effects of migration and mutation. In the same way 

to other EAs which are proposed by Wang (2013; 2014), BBO hires a number of search 

agents named habitats. These habitats are equivalent to chromosomes in GAs. 

         The BBO algorithm allocates each habitat a vector of habitants, which is similar 

to genes in a GA algorithm. This vector is representing the variables of problems. 

Moreover, the overall fitness of a habitat is indicated by using the defined Habitat 

Suitability Index (HSI). Thus, higher value of HIS is representing the optimal habitat. 

Based on the concept of HIS, three main rules performed by habitats in order to 

progress over time as follows (Ma, 2013):  

 Habitants living in habitats with high HSI are more likely to emigrate to habitats 

with low HSI. 

 Habitats with low HSI are more prone to attract new immigrant habitants from 

those with high HSI. 

 Habitats might face random changes in their habitants regardless of their HSI 

values. 
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    BBO algorithm has utilized these concepts in developing the HSI of all habitats, 

which increases the number of initial random solutions for a particular problem 

scenario. Basically, BBO algorithm starts with a random set of habitats and every 

habitat has n different habitants correlated to the number of variables of an individual 

problem scenario. In addition, each habitat has its own immigration, emigration, and 

mutation rates. This simulates the typical geographically separated locations in nature.  

Emigration    and immigration    are expressed as functions of the number of 

habitants as follows:  

   
   

 
                                                              

     
   

 
                                                          

where n is the current number of habitants, N is the allowed maximum number 

of habitants, which is increased by HSI (the more suitable the habitat, the higher the 

number of habitants), E is the maximum rate of emigration, and I designates the 

maximum immigration rate.  

2.2.2 Related Optimization Algorithms 

It’s important to mention that, Simon has proven the BBO algorithm is 

intelligent to overtake some well-known heuristic algorithms such as PSO, GA, ACO, 

ES, and Probability-Based Incremental learning (PBIL) (Parmee, 2001; Dasgupta and 

Michalewicz , 2013) on fourteen benchmark functions and a real problem. He offered 

BBO as a competitive algorithm in the field of optimization (Simon, 2008). 

Regarding GA, it maintains a population of possible solutions to the objective 

function being optimized. The early group of possible solutions is identified randomly. 

These possible solutions, called “chromosomes,” are permitted to grow over a number 

of generations. On every generation, the fitness of each chromosome is computed. This 

fitness will estimate the suitability of possible solution in optimizing the objective 

function. The preceding generation is shaped via a process of selection and 

recombination. The chromosomes are elected based on a probabilistic model for 

recombination based on their fitness. Throughout this process a measurement of how 

well the chromosomes in achieving the anticipated goal will be identified. 
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On the other hand, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) (Blum and Socha, 2005) is 

used for approximate optimization. The inspiring source of ACO algorithm is from real 

ant colonies. More precisely, ACO is inspired by the ants’ foraging behavior. The 

indirect communication among ants is considered as an essential  component of 

foraging behavior. This communication is conducted by means of chemical pheromone 

trails, which allows them to identify the shortest paths between their nest and food 

sources. This concept of real ant colonies is subjugated in ACO algorithm as a way to 

solve, for instance, discrete optimization problems. 

Furthermore, in Baluja (1994) the population based incremental learning 

algorithm (PBIL) is proposed and considered as an Estimation of Distribution 

Algorithms (EDA). PBIL assumes that all the variables of given problem scenario are 

independent. Also, a probability vector is sustained during each phase of PBIL 

algorithm. This vector is represented by λ times to achieve λ new solutions.  The    ≤ λ 

best solutions are elected and these have been used to modify the probability vector 

with a neural networks-inspired rule. 

2.3 Set Mathematical Background 

The primary question is why we pay high costs in making decisions, and if we 

had to, it is necessary to use mathematical models to give the most accurate data. The 

ambiguities appearing in the status of the data affect many other factors, such as data 

size and data quality, and computational cost increases the solutions boundary leading 

to overall tedium and confusion; thus, data characteristics identified by proper 

mathematical formulas usually avoid contradiction (Muller and Freytag, 2005). Ad hoc 

basis for mathematics is used to make the soft data unique (uniformity). The zones 

behind the performance of mathematical formula rely on soft-set and rough-set 

techniques for exchanging data, which minimizes the choices by lower choice rate 

values, where imperfect information occurs due to indiscernible objects may induce an 

equivalence class or contain unnecessary features as in soft-set. Parameters are 

described by binary pairs of information system and the objects mined in equivalent 

classes in an information system induced dual set of approximations called a lower and 

an upper approximation (Herawan, 2009c). The authors made a significant contribution 

by further justifying that reduction based on soft-set theory is equal to rough set theory.  
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2.4 Rough Set Theory  

Earlier rough set theory was introduced by Pawlak in 1982 (Pawlak and 

Skowron, 2007), which proved that the traditional mathematical concept was crisp and 

cannot be extended to approximations. However, with modern mathematics, a rough set 

philosophy performance based on approximations enables the extraction of decisions if 

approximations occur. The intersection of all the possible reducts is called the core, 

which represents the most important information of the decision table based on certain 

Boolean operations. 

Rough set extractions filter given samples (objects) by fitting co-efficient 

preferences from given features (parameters) to find their subsets, in which the filters 

used relations for knowledge discovery that are dependent on many factors to find 

unique categories (Polkowski, 2013). Rough set analyses the data (parameters that 

contain the variables) in the columns of a decision table (Walczak and Massart, 1999;  

Pawlak et al., 1995). A parameter in the decisions table can be divided or classified into 

two disjoint groups called boundary (conditions) and acceptable constraints (decision 

attributes) (Pawlak et al., 1995). Thus, in rough set, each row in a decision table 

inferred action and result for reasoning knowledge, and its main advantages are as 

follows (Pawlak, 1998): 

i) It does not need additional meta-data. 

ii) It provides efficient methods to find accurate data within hidden 

information. 

iii) It allows to summarize original data set without losing knowledge 

characteristics. 

iv) It determines ranges in evaluating the significance of data. 

v) It assigns specifications that allow decisions to be automatically generated. 

2.4.1 Information System and Indicernibility Relation  

Suppose in health care, in the case when the status of a patient is unclear, rough 

set could take two actions (not crisp) to create and find significant data among 

roughness to make a decision (Pawlak, 1998). An information system (Pawlak and 

Skowron, 2007) is a four sub tuple (quadruple) and can be mathematically expressed as

 ,,,, fVAUS    where U  contains objects which include non-empty sets and has a 
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finite set of objects. A represents the non-empty attributes that contain a finite elements. 

aAa VV U , where aV  represents the mapping conditions that construct the domain 

(value set) in a given attribute; the mapping is represented by ,: VAUf   which is a 

total function summarized by   aVauf , , such that for every   ., AUau   The 

relations between attributes is called information (knowledge) function. The notion of 

similar relations (an indicernibility relation) between two objects is utilized in the 

following definition (Pawlak and Skowron, 2007):  

Definition 2.1:  

Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let B be any subset of A is derived a 

relation (Pawlak, 1998). Two elements of the universe are similar or equal such that 

Uyx ,   be some collections are said to be configured indiscernible  relation in set B  

(Indiscernible by the set of attribute B in S) if and only if    ayfaxf ,,    for every 

.Ba  Obviously, in every finite and non-empty subset elements of A are configured 

with unique indicernibility relation induced equivalence relation which is similar to 

relations by the set of attribute  B,  therefore the equivalence relation is denoted by  

 .BIND  Again the equivalence relation  configured previously induces unique 

partition. The partition of U  formulations induced by BU /   in given   

 fVAUS ,,,  and the equivalence class in the partition BU /  containing ,Ux  

denoted by   .Bx  Obviously,    }.{aINDBIND Ba  

2.4.2 Set  Approximations  

The rough set derived the relation between the lower approximation notions and 

upper approximation notions of a set Pawlak (1982), in which boundary domain is 

defined as follows (Pawlak and Skowron, 2007):  
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Definition 2.2:  

Let  fVAUS ,,,  represent an information system and let B configure any subset 

induced by A and let .UX  The set X induced lower and upper approximations that 

are defined by     XxUxXB
B
   and      XxUxXB

B
 respectively 

and summarized as   XB  and  .XB   

The accuracy of approximation induced by set X, ,UX   denoted as  X
B

  

and measured by  
 

 XB

XB
X

B
 , where X denotes the cardinality of X. For empty set  , 

we define   1
B

 (Pawlak and Skowron, 2007).  

The results generated from approximation measurements show that  

  10  XB . If X is a union of some equivalence classes, then   .1XB  Thus, the 

set X is crisp with respect to B, and otherwise, if    ,1XB  X is rough with respect to 

B. This measure not only depends on the approximation of X, because by (1) it depends 

on the approximation of  .X   

A table may have some redundancy, which can be verified using two types of 

notifications. The first redundancy notification is when the flow of some objects have 

the same classifications around their objects; one method of reducing the data size of 

this type of redundancy is to store only the significant objects, where one object 

represents all the similar objects in each set, as defined in Definition 2.1 when the flow 

of parameters values in all rows have the same direction. The second redundancy 

notification is difficult to locate as it requires the classification of the parameters’ 

specific characteristics to be implemented, especially in large data tables. In soft-set 

sub, columns may be erased while modifying the parameters (re-adjusting the 

parameters structure) as long as the original classification power coefficient of the 

information system is not affected (Rose et al., 2012). This concept can be viewed and 

extended to be included in information systems to distinguish the conditional domains 

from the decision attributes. After viewing the entire set of attributes, the attributes that 

are used to describe the objects and do not contain redundancy related to efficiency, 

such as time-consuming and memory size-consuming, are selected (Zhao et al., 2007). 
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Attribute re-arrangement is required for reduction process as the objective is to capture 

the property of the information that describes the original resources. 

2.4.3 Reduct and Core 

A reduct is a domain that is represented by a minimal set of attributes, which are 

extracted from specific correction factor for soft rows that preserve the indiscernibility 

relation. This strategy decreased the number of rows and at the same time increased 

information quality at the upper density. A core is a small density, which is the reduct 

of all reductions based on partition support. In order to express high information 

quality, the density of similar characteristics performance based on core specifications 

is configured to obtain more precise reduction; hence some preliminary definitions need 

to be constructed (Pawlak and Skowron, 2007).  

Definition 2.3:  

Let   ,,,, fVAUS   be an information system and let B be any subsets of A and let a 

belongs to B. We say that a is dispensable (superfluous) in B if     ,// BUbBU   

otherwise a is indispensable in B. Note that the conditions of a has two statuses, which 

is dispensable (superfluous) in set B if    ,// BUbBU    otherwise a is indispensable 

in set B. The displayed information system should be efficiently displayed, which can 

be achieved by further dispensing some of the attributes from the system in such a way 

that the object exchange in the table induced by the original characteristics can still be 

controlled and discerned, thus maintaining the original characteristic. 

Definition 2.4: 

Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let B be any subsets of A. B is called 

an independent (orthogonal) set if all its attributes are indispensable. Set B is 

independent (orthogonal) if its attributes are relevantly reviewed, and thus the 

parameters have a strong effect if all of its displayed attributes are indispensable. 
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Definition 2.5: 

Let  fVAUS ,,,  be an information system and let B be any subsets of A. A subset 

*B  of B is a reduct of B if *B  is independent and ,/*/ BUBU   generates uniquely 

independent representation. Thus, a coefficient of a reduct configured is a set of 

attributes that has been preserved in a partition. It means that to include the original 

classifications in a reduct which is performed based on a minimal subset of attributes 

enables the existence of same elements classification in the universe as stated an 

extension of original classifications to whole set of attributes. Moreover, the attributes 

that are not a part of a reduct are called superfluous with respect to the original 

classification induced by the universal elements that changed the original 

characteristics. While computing equivalence classes is straight forward, the problem is 

how to find minimal reducts from information systems that are NP-hard. Reducts have 

several important properties that have been confirmed, one of which is a core, being the 

representation of unique classifications among the objects that are more than singleton 

objects. 

Definition 2.6: 

Let  fVAUS ,,,  represent an information system utilised by attributes and objects. 

To identify the minimum reduct from  set  B,  let set AB  . The intersection generated 

by all reducts ratio is called the core of set B, (the core sensitivity analyses all reducts in 

the range ).(Re)( BdBCore   Thus, the core of set B is uniformly fixed at the set of 

all similar classes (indispensable) induced by attribute subsets from set B that drive the 

same distance in the range. The core is included in every reduct as it is the intersection 

of all reducts, hence, each element of the core is evaluated to determine whether or not 

it belongs to some reduct. The core that does not belong to some reduct is independent, 

and it is the most important property in driving subset of attributes at a constant rate. A 

correlation is obtained if none of its elements drive the original characteristics while 

removing subset (classification power of attributes). Decision partition for all objects is 

represented by core. A core has empirical results which are used to examine and 

convert data for the purpose of purifying the data in the data analysis process. 
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2.5 Soft  Set Theory  

In soft-set theory, the coefficients of Boolean classifications of the reduced data 

are closer when the space from the induced boundary is small compared to that with 

larger spacing. Soft theory, as initially defined by Molodtsov (1999), shows that the 

coefficient of Boolean classifications of the reduced vital digital data has a smaller 

space compared to the larger spacing boundary induced by interval probabilities. The 

number of terms in the description of the parameters is limited by the two conditions 

(“1” and “0”) from which the algorithm can choose (Saraf, 2013). The advantage of 

soft-set theory using Boolean is that information can be grouped into two classes (“1” 

and “0”), which are then joined together or separated from each other in the data 

extraction channel to more efficiently reduce the classes. Various mathematical tools 

have been used to reduce the data set size in order to generate decisions as functions 

measuring the relationships, such as probability theory, fuzzy set theory and interval 

mathematics (Saraf, 2013); the tools were used to fix original specifications then search 

around the dimensions to find the decision. However, soft-set is another tool that can 

used to reduce the size of a data set. For instance, Molodtsov (1999) found that the main 

advantage of soft-set theory is efficiency as the inadequacy of other parametrization 

tools is eliminated by determining the associated error based on binary relations, unlike 

in the theories of fuzzy set, probability and interval mathematics. However, soft-set is 

used to perform binary classification but the challenges are related to finding the 

relationship among soft data; if the original characteristics are determined, the soft-set 

will subtract from the original set all lossless choices as the choices are not taken into 

account. Soft-set methodology filters the original boundary against the candidate keys 

and is then reduced if it satisfies the original characteristics, which are essentially 

independent (Demetrovics, 1980). The computation reduces the distance to obtain the 

similarity in the given pairs; classifications is done using the given rules associated with 

the related concepts for detecting lower frequency, in which the boundary iteration (sub 

sets) is used to reduce the bandwidth of the candidate boundary. The decompositions 

process using rearrangement and optimized parameters reduction gradually improves 

the candidate boundary. The decomposition process stated in (Ma et al., 2011) search 

for the parameters that are maximally or minimally associated with objects; the process 

was expanded in (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013) to be more flexible for single 

parameters. However, their time consumption is a real challenge because their 
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complexity can be inferred as (N*M) square, where N is total number of objects while 

M is total number of rows. In order to reduce matching time for candidate keys, their 

complexity has to be reduced. By functional dependency, the complexity can be 

reduced but proper reduction is performed if we check only partitions in filtering false 

candidates. These dependencies offer better suggestions associated with high quality 

and the size is lessened, but the challenge is that, in some cases, the dependencies may 

not contain sufficient information. 

Set theory was first introduced by George Cantor in 1983 and has been used to 

ensure the uniqueness of elements, and to identify elements that are not significant and 

not correlated. The theory is also used to determine distance between different sets 

(Pawlak, 1998). A set can be defined as a collection of objects defined as ordered or 

unordered or logical possibilities and used to specify the object to which collection it 

belongs (member) (Bernstein, 2005), which solves the problems of memberships in 

identifying the inverse of an element in every set or it may exist as another set called a 

sub set (Moschovakis, 2009). Additional information is needed to be assigned to a set to 

enhance the set performance. The original set or the range of individuals is called the 

universal set, and if it has one element, it is called a unit set or singleton. The universe 

equivalence relations induced by partition (Babitha and Sunil, 2010) and proper 

reduction (subset) contains at least one element which differs from the universe. Set 

theory is a basis of modern mathematics, which is used in all formal descriptions to 

manage uncertain data that describe the vagueness (Xu et al., 2010). The set is taken as 

“undefined”, “primitive”, or “basic” and the objects are called elements or members. 

Their concurrences show the detention of set theory to determine the range of sub 

groups  (Fraenkel et al., 1973). This was followed by the example of soft-set reduction 

introduced by Maji (2002), who stated that the main reduction results are based on 

AND, OR and NOT. Furthermore, a relative AND and OR arrangement was formulated 

by Herawan  et al. (2009a), which reduces binary soft-set and multi soft-set 

dimensionality to achieve their reduction coefficients. However, the impact of soft-set 

algorithm is based on their data exchange.  
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There are several advantages in the soft-set theory (Saraf, 2013): 

i) The researcher can choose any form of parameters that they want because 

each parameter is associated at most with two values. 

ii) Free from parameterization tools compared to fuzzy sets. 

iii) When the objects are described they are described with no limited 

conditions. 

iv) It is stable in describing data compared to theory of probability. 

v) It simplifies the decision making process, which used two boundary 

conditions because it is associated with two values, 1s or 0s. 

2.5.1 Soft Set Example  

Improvements of parameter reduction based on soft reduction that were 

calculated; for example, the problem of intervals in decision making is how to select 

possible extension of solutions based on pairs to hold the original characteristics. The 

extension of interval calculations depends on feasible boundary; if feasible, a boundary 

is then applied to a prediction that does not contain the right information, but then the 

extension is not perfect. For this reason soft-set theory can be used where it has a 

unique feature and free from parameterization tools. 

Throughout this section, the use of soft-set theory is illustrated. In soft-set 

theory, the extension of information system exchangers is well-known. Classified into 

U that refers to distribution of an initial universe over E, where E elements is a set of 

parameters, )(UP  is the power set of U.  

Definition 2.7:  

The authors employed the definitions of a pair ),( EF as a soft-set over U, where F is 

mapping binary values from given parameters such that )(: UPEF  including the 

generation of domain. For any original parameter sub set, their relations are described 

based on its parameterized family as )(,  FE which in overall is a subset of the 

universe .U  In other words, for )(,  FE  may be considered as the set of  -

elements of the soft-set  EF,
 or as the set of  -approximate elements of the soft-set, 

instead of  a (crisp) set (Refer Maji et al. (2002). 
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Example 2.1: 

As an illustration, consider the computational domain of a soft-set ),( EF determined 

such as the “attractiveness of automotive promotions” that describes the preference 

capabilities that Mr. X usually aims for when considering selections to purchase an 

automobile is one that is cheap and efficient. Assume the parameters in finite volume 

have fifteen automotive promotion components in the universe U and the propositions 

are available under construction, },,...,{ 1511 uuuU   and E was collocated as a set of 

choices (parameters). All variables were inserted in sub set

},,,,,{ 54321 pppppE   then the concatenations interpret its meaning such as 

1p  stores the values of “large tire” as first parameter, 2p  stores  the values of “small 

tire” as second parameter, 3p  stores  the values of “automatic” as third parameter, 

4p stores  the values of “manual” as fourth parameter, 5p  stands stores the values of 

“car status” as the last parameter. The validations of this parameter mapping is derived 

as )(: UPEF   that described the influence of a given “automotive promotions  . ”, 

where  .  is used for choices to be filled in to complete the decision. The decision from 

Ep is categorized in levels as shown in Figure 2.3.a. 
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Figure 2.3.a The mapping of parameters of Example 2.1 

Source: Rose et al. (2012).  

For example, )( 2eF means automotive promotion for manual characteristic. 

The relationships were inferred among parameters as shown in Figure 2.3.b, which 

shows the relationship representations that were established to help soft algorithms drop 

some choices, leaving the significant choices, while some choices may be negligible.  

Thus, the soft-set ),( EF can be viewed and observed as a collection of 

approximations that are categorized into similar classes as illustrated in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.3.b The soft set of example 2.1 

Source: Rose et al. (2012). 

 Table 2.1        Tabular of soft set parameters values from example 2.1 

         

 1 0 0 0 1 2 

 1 0 0 0 0 1 

 1 0 0 1 0 2 

 1 0 0 0 0 1 

 1 0 1 1 1 4 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 0 1 0 1 3 

 1 0 0 1 0 2 

 1 0 0 1 1 3 

 1 0 0 1 1 3 

12
u

 1 0 0 1 0 2 

 0 0 1 1 0 2 

 1 0 1 1 1 4 

 1 0 1 0 1 3 

The parameters governing the flow of objects are shown in Table 2.1, in which 

“1” imply the object can be part of a preference, while “0” imply the object is not part 

of the preference. In the table, the flow of the parameter (preferences) can be 

dynamically managed by a Boolean-valued information system. The decision partition 

governing the flow of objects are shown in Table 2.1, in which “1” imply the object can 

be part of a preference. Similar relations that are found in a soft-set and a Boolean-

valued information system is identified as follows:  
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Proposition 2.1: 

If ),( EF is a soft-set over the universe U, then  in ),( EF the calculations of a binary-

value in information system is determined according to ),,,( }0,1{ fVAUS  with 

obtained results similar to soft-set correlation and gives result as shown in the previous 

table (Rose at el., 2010).  

Proof: 

Let ),( EF be a soft-set over the universe U, then the mapping configuration is defined 

as },,..,,{ 21 nfffF  where the evaluation of the two terms of classification 

(binary) are assumed as iVUf : and  
 
 









i

i

i
eFx

eFx
xf

,0

,1
, for Ai 1  between 

any different configurations. Hence, if ,EA  for any sub set computed by 

,aAa VV U where total parameters exchange  ,1,0eiV  then a soft-set ),( EF

correlations can be considered as a binary-valued information system 

).,,,( }0,1{ fVAUS    

From Proposition 2.1, soft-set revises the correlation between classes to make it 

easier to understand than a binary-valued information system approach, and is suitable 

in representing and calculating every sub set of preferences from finite soft-set. Thus, a 

judgement can be made based on a one-to-one correspondence between ),( EF over U 

and ).,,,( }0,1{ fVAUS   

This section addressed the parameter mapping influences based on soft-set. It 

shows and focuses on domain boundary of research problems, namely, the soft-set 

exploration conducted in exact situation as in previous research, which did not 

completely fill the soft-set reduction within the gap range as discussed in related works. 

However, the soft-set classification gap adopted in this study is complete. 
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2.5.2 Soft Set Previous Work 

The problem of soft reduction in decision making is on how to select possible 

extension of solutions that hold the original characteristics. The extension of soft-set is 

dependent on the feasible boundary; if the boundary does not contain the correct 

information, the extension will result in low reduction. The extension of this section 

will discuss the problems of low reduction that will induce low decision quality, or how 

to minimize the boundary of candidate reduction in several algorithms from previous 

research. Two common problems were encountered in the algorithms put forward by 

previous researchers. First, unreduced Boolean data may contain vagueness of the 

threshold in the database due to the problem of mismatching between the data (Saraf, 

2013); in soft-set theory, this problem can be resolved through identifying the relevant 

data to overcome  the vagueness. The second problem is how to validate the outcome, 

where the original characteristic of the data must be maintained. 

Some researchers have examined the soft data relationship based on soft-set 

theory by focusing on how to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of reduction 

(Maji et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2005; Kong et al., 2008; Mamat et al., 2011; Rose et al., 

2010; Rose et al., 2012; Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013), in which each of the research 

has its own advantages and inherent limitations in dealing with data uncertainty. One 

major problem shared by these researchers is that the false frequent parameters are not 

properly filtered. To solve this problem, the density in parameters should fall within the 

boundary; density means the number of objects that determines the degree of reduction 

based on original classification relations (Müller and Freytag, 2005). 

The second issue in soft-set relationship is accuracy. Accuracy is a measure of 

the number of correct values in each object (Müller and Freytag, 2005), to make sure 

that  the quality of knowledge is high. Data accuracy is crucial in ensuring the decision 

quality (Müller and Freytag, 2005). 

2.6 Soft Set Analysis of Previous Work  

In order to select optimal solutions, the boundary should be as close as possible 

and the decision characteristics should be maintained. In the following section will 

highlight this issue that has been reported in previous works, which include works by 

Maji et al. (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et al. (2008), Mamat  et al. (2011), Rose et 
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al. (2010), Rose et al. (2012) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). As an illustration, 

consider the following case.  

Example 2.2: 

Let the Cartesian of a soft-set ),( EF represents the information system inferred that 

gives the reasons by which selected students can choose communication facilities that 

are available in a university. Assume the boundaries of answers are in Boolean values, 

and suppose that eighteen students have been surveyed  in the universe U with 

},,....,{ 1821 uuuU  and },,,,,,{ 65421 ppppppE  is a set of parameters that 

represents the communication facilities used by the student, where 1p  is the inserted 

value of the parameter for using “email”, 2p  is the value of the parameter inserted for 

using “Facebook”, 3p  is the value of the parameter for using “blog”, 4p  is the value of 

the parameter for using in “Friendster’s”, 5p  is the value of the parameter for using 

“yahoo messenger” and lastly 6p  is the value of the parameter for using “sms”. 

Consider the computational domain where the mapping is generalized as )(: UPEF   

and the values of the domain given by “student communication facilities  . , where  .  

is to be filled with binary values in parameters .Ep  

 For example, in Table 2.2, )( 2pF mapped the students that selected Facebook 

communication and is represented by },,,,,,,,,,,,,{ 17161514131210985432 uuuuuuuuuuuuu  

while )( 4pF mapped the students’ use of Friendster and is represented by 

 .,,,,,,,,,,, 1817161513121098432 uuuuuuuuuuuu  Thus, in overall, the boundary of the 

parameters can be implemented as approximation, which are represented as shown in 

Figure 2.4, while the associated Boolean-valued information system is represented in 

Table 2.2. 
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Figure 2.4 The soft-set of Example 2.2 

Source: Rose et al. (2012). 

 Table 2.2    Tabular of soft set parameters values from example 2.1 

      6
p

  

1
u

 
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 

2
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

3
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

4
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

5
u

 
0 1 0 0 1 0 2 

6
u

 
0 0 1 0 1 0 2 

7
u

 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

8
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

9
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

10
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

11
u

 
1 0 1 0 1 0 3 

12
u

 
0 1 0 1 0 0 2 

13
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 14u  1 1 0 0 0 0 2 

15
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

16
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

17
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

18
u

 
0 0 1 1 1 0 3 

 

2.6.1 Analysis of Soft Set Parameter Reduction in Maji 

The idea of operations of soft reduct in decision making was initially proposed 

by Maji et al. (2002), which is based on OR, AND NOT. In (Maji et al., 2002), the 

application of soft-set theory solved a decision making problem with the help of 

Pawlak’s rough mathematics (refer Definition 2.5). However, one of the major 

drawbacks of Maji’s proposal is that the identified reduct soft-sets are not similar and 

yields different maximal weighted value from the identified reduct soft-sets resulting in 
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data inconsistency, which is not wanted in decision making. Therefore, when 

inconsistencies are present in the process of decision making, one will never be sure 

which of the different outputs for the same query will be the best choice.  

The reduction process forwarded by Maji et al. (2002), detailed in Definition 

2.1, uses rough partition based on similarity relation. From the definition of rough 

partition (refer Definition 2.1), the partition induced by },,,,,,{ 654321 ppppppE    is given 

as U/E=   ,,,,, 1412651 uuuuu  ,,,,,,,,,, 171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuuu  ,, 1811 uu  .7u  From the 

partition, the optimal decision of objects are  1615131098432 ,,,,,,,, uuuuuuuuu  and ,17u

,denoted by the maximum value. Meanwhile, the first sub-optimal decision of objects 

are 11u and 18u  while the second sub-optimal decision of objects are 

 .,,,, 1412651 uuuuu   The most inferior object is  .7u  From (Maji et al., 2002), the 

solution has been defined by a specific formula in generating any subset of E such that 

the sub set will be the reduction if the induced partition is equal to partition EU / based 

on similar relations. The solution based on the example ,ED   where 

},,,,,{ 54321 pppppD   is the original dimensionless table as the partition produced is 

DU / =   ,,,,, 1412651 uuuuu   171615131098432 ,,,,,,,,, uuuuuuuuuuu , 1811,uu ,  .7u  The partition of 

D with respect to the original partition induced the Boolean-valued table reduction as 

follows: 

  Table 2.3 Representation of D which is Maji reduction in Table 2.2 

      

1
u

 
1 0 0 0 1 

2
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

3
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

4
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

5
u

 
0 1 0 1 2 

6
u

 
0 0 0 1 1 

7
u

 
0 0 0 1 1 

8
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

9
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

10
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

11
u

 
1 0 0 1 2 

12
u

 
0 1 1 0 2 
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Table 2.3 Continued. 

      

13
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

 14u  1 1 0 0 2 

15
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

16
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

17
u

 
1 1 1 1 4 

18
u

 
0 0 1 1 2 

 

       Note that DU / is an invariant to  EU /  and therefore can be considered as a 

(rough) attribute reduct of E. The optimal decision of objects are in the set 

},,,,,,,,,,{ 171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuu denoted by the maximum value of 4. The 

decision choice for the first sub-optimal decision of object is one of the objects in the set

},,,,,{ 181412115 uuuuu which is different from the sub-optimal decision derived from E, 

i.e., }.,{ 1811 uu Then the second sub-optimal decision of object is now objects in 

},,{ 761 uuu instead of }{ 7u as it was before the process of reduction. The most glaring 

issue here is inconsistency as shown in the selection of sub-optimal objects and inferior 

objects. Basically, in this case, data size has been reduced up to 66% as shown in Table 

2.3, but at the expense of consistency. 

 

Summary: 

           Maji et al. (2002) introduced definitions for generating extractions based on 

optimal and sub-optimal decision to reduce the size of a large data. The following are 

the advantages and disadvantages of Maji’s techniques. 

Advantages: 

i) First introduced the AND, OR and NOT operations in soft set theory 

ii)  Reduce memory size during the extraction of the soft set.. 

Disadvantages: 

i) The result of their extraction in sub optimal choice is not always accurate 

due to inconsistency of sub optimal solution. 

ii) The original characteristic will not be maintained for the above case. 
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2.6.2 Analysis of Soft Parameter Reduction in Chen’s  

In another research, Chen et al. (2005) discussed a technique on how to solve 

the problems encountered in the method suggested by Maji et al. (2002), which can be 

done by selecting the minimal reduction of the soft-set instead of similarity reduction. 

Chen pointed out that the variations or result induced by Maji et al. (2002) can be 

solved with the idea of reduct under rough set theory. However, the terms in the optimal 

decision partition generally govern the reduction, thus limiting the theory, which 

suggest that rough set theory cannot be applied directly in reduct under soft-set theory. 

Chen et al. have ushered in a new idea in the process of decision making based on soft-

set theory by introducing the concept of parameter reduction with the hope of 

overcoming the issue of inconsistencies. 

The following section discusses Chen’s parameterization reduction technique 

(Chen et al., 2005). The transformed entries of the table ijh  is represented by

 ijjiE hhf )( ).,( EF  A generalized definition of EM as a collection of objects 

classified as U in one group, in which the collection showed no change in representing 

the value of maximum decision counted by .Ef  Chen et al. (2005) defined the solution 

for any EA will be considered as dispensable EAE MM   set if induced, otherwise 

A is called an indispensable set. The maximum collection can be transformed if the 

original classification is included in their extensions as reduction, such that the set of 

parameters EA is called a reduction of E if A is indispensable and .EE MM   

However, this derivation by Chen et al. can be considered only in maintaining optimal 

choice consistency, from which their advantage can be obtained in optimal choices 

only, which is not considered complete since it excludes maintaining sub-optimal 

decision. The solution to the problem in maintaining iterations of sub-optimal choices is 

that their solutions have not been completely addressed. Chen’s definition has two 

types, which are maximum collection and independent. 

In the example based on Table 2.1, there is a collection of maximum value 

}.{ 5uM E   As in Table 2.1, let a set of parameters be },,,{ 321 PPPA  thus we have 

},,,,,,,,,{},,{ 171615131098432321 uuuuuuuuuupppM AE  and .EAE MM   
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Hence, the set },,{ 321 pppA  can be considered as a parameter reduction of E. Based 

on Chen’s technique, the following binary table (Table 2.4) is derived. 

   Table 2.4   A binary table of representation of A (a reduction of Table 2.2) 

     

1
u

 
1 0 1 2 

2
u

 
1 1 1 3 

3
u

 
1 1 1 3 

4
u

 
1 1 1 3 

5
u

 
0 1 0 2 

6
u

 
0 0 1 2 

7
u

 
0 0 0 0 

8
u

 
1 1 1 3 

9
u

 
1 1 1 3 

10
u

 
1 1 1 3 

11
u

 
1 0 1 2 

12
u

 
0 1 0 1 

13
u

 
1 1 1 3 

 1 1 0 2 

15
u

 
1 1 1 2 

16
u

 
1 1 1 3 

17
u

 
1 1 1 3 

18
u

 
0 0 1 1 

 

As can be seen, the maximum collection is transformed in uniform orthogonal 

from original Table 2.2 into the table above. Chen et al. (2005) presented the reduction 

based on maximum collections (exterior), which has successfully maintained the 

exterior  consistency among all objects but the theory failed to maintain interior 

consistency (sub-optimal decision of objects). The reduction of Table 2.2 could provide 

reductions as },{ 21 pp or },{ 32 pp because it generates exterior conditions and is 

independent. For example, the sub-optimal choice from the final form in },{ 21 pp

derived the first sub-optimal in the set },,,,{ 121151 uuuu  which induced objects decision 

variant from the original table (Table 2.2) partitioned in the set },{ 1311 uu as it was 

prior to the process of reduction. However, the last optimal choice in the reduction 

transformed partition is the set },,{ 1876 uuu instead of inducing original set which 
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was placed in the set }.{ 7u The major drawback was constructed inconsistency as 

shown in the selection presented in sub-optimal decision of object. Also, the main issue 

here is inconsistency as shown in the selection of the next sub-optimal decision of 

objects. Basically, in this case, the data size has been reduced by up to 33%, but at the 

cost of inconsistency. 

Summary: 

            Chen et al. (2005) attempted to solve Maji et al.’s (2002) reduction issues. The 

following are the advantages and disadvantages of Chen’s technique: 

   Advantages:          

i) Reduce inconsistency from soft set compared to (Maji et al., 2002). 

ii) Enhance the soft set reduction compared to (Maji et al.,  2002). 

Disadvantages: 

i) Their sub extractions exclude inconsistency in the sub optimal accuracy which 

give inaccurate result. 

2.6.3 Analysis of Kong et al.’s Soft Parameter Reduction   

After the previous soft-set decision making, Kong et al. (2008) used similar 

spaces between objects as parameter reduction to maintain choice consistency. This 

arrangement induced new properties that have been applied to choices in solving choice 

consistency. In this scenario, any implies that occur in a soft-se can be selected to 

reduce the parameters. Then, Kong et al. defined the new soft-set as a normal parameter 

reduction, which has been proven to generate accurate result in solving the problems 

occurred in Chen et al. (2005). The objective of Kong et al.’s technique was to 

implement new definitions which can be described as one of two types: parameters’ 

degree of importance that was used to analyse and identify the objects supports, and 

decision partition. Then, the soft decision partition was used to calculate the distances 

between objects based on maximum parameters. The reduction will be performed if the 

arrangements of decision partitions at maximum parameters satisfy the definitions of

),(...)()( 21 nAAA PfPfPf  implies .AEE CC   The prosperities 
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generated by normal parameter reduction algorithm improved soft-set reduction such 

that the distance approximation between objects should be the same while maintaining 

the optimal and sub-optimal choices. The technique is suitable for removing any 

implies from soft-set, but their concepts were considered not complete and faced 

complexity in generating the reductions result. In overall the algorithm is reliable for 

solving implies conditions.  

As shown in the dataset presented in Example 2.2, it is impossible to find a 

reduct based on Kong et al.’s (2008) normal parameter reduction because the details of 

the reduction need to maintain the same decision partition. Any parameter deleted from 

the example will definitely induce levels of approximation, which is different in 

measuring the decision partition; therefore in governing the reductions, Kong et al.’s 

definition of normal parameter reduction does not conform to such reduction in the 

example. Nevertheless, it is hard to find objects conforming the property 

),(...)()( 21 nAAA PfPfPf   while deleting any parameters. Thus, in 

the case of Kong et al.’s definitions that have been proposed in the normal parameter 

reduction, as in the examples shown in Table 2.2, there is no normal parameterization 

reduction at all, and thus the original size of the data was maintained. The main 

constraint of Kong’s (2008) technique in normal parameter reduction is

),(...)()( 21 nAAA PfPfPf   which sometimes is hard to be derived from the 

given table. If it is not derivable, then no process of normal parameterization reduction 

has taken place.  

Summary: 

The problem encountered in Chen et al. (2005) was successfully solved by Kong 

et al. (2008), which integrated the idea of maximum decisions in the technique 

proposed by Chen et al. (2005) to maximum sets induced same decision partition that 

analyzed the problem of sub-optimal choice and considered optimal choices. It 

introduces implies definitions to capture false frequent data, which do not always 

succeed, thus there will be no reduction performed; if it succeeds, there will be partial 

reduction. 
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Advantages: 

i) Their optimal and sub optimal extraction was correct. 

ii) It provides consistency in selecting optimal and sub optimal decisions. 

iii) It reduces soft set size. 

Disadvantages: 

i) If the implies reduction is successful, the data will be partially reduced. 

ii) If there is a lot of implies that need to be reduced, no reduction will be  

performed. 

2.6.4 Analysis of Soft Parameter Reduction in Rose (2010)  

A framework of decision making based on Maximal Supported Sets, introduced 

by Rose et al. (2010), was able to overcome the problem of sub-optimal decision faced 

by Maji et al. (2002) and Chen et al. (2005) by using simpler implies definition. Based 

on Table 2.2, even the deletion of parameter 6p  maintains the cluster partition 

,// EUAU   },{},{},{},{},{,},,,,,,,,,{},{/ 12117651716151310984321 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuEU    

,}{},{ 1814 uu but supp )(uA  supp ).(vA  Therefore, based on Rose et al. (2010), no 

reduction occurred with the parameters in Table 2.2.  

Summary: 

A framework of decision making based on Maximal Supported Sets define 

implies based on the original cluster. However, the disadvantages of this technique are 

the same as that faced in the technique suggested by Kong et al. (2008). 

Advantages: 

i) Their optimal and sub extraction was correct. 

ii) It provides consistency in selecting optimal and sub optimal decision. 

iii) It reduces soft set size. 

iv) It introduces easy implies definitions. 

v) The complexity of sub set combinations are not enhanced. 
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2.6.5 Analysis of Soft Parameter Reduction in Rose (2012) 

Hybrid reduction was introduced by Rose et al. (2012), in which row and 

column reductions are applied. They have developed row correlations that are 

maximally and minimally supported by parameters and are able to overcome similar 

false non-implies reductions in addition to implies conditions, which consequently 

enhanced the framework in decision making by raw reduction (Rose et al., 2010). The 

hybrid reduction highlights the situation where any object will be deleted if it satisfies 

maximally or minimally supported by parameter condition, then for any parameter 

satisfies zero significant will also be deleted.  

For the objects found in Table 2.2, the hybrid reduction deleted objects 

171615131098432 ,,,,,,,,, uuuuuuuuuu  because they contain maximum ultimate 

support, and then it induced significant zero column in 6p , hence this will also be 

deleted. Based on hybrid reduction, the data size in Table 2.2 is reduced by up to 37% 

as shown in Table 2.5.  

Table 2.5          Shows the reduction of table 2.2 based on Hybrid reduction algorithm 

       
 1 0 1 0 0 2 

 0 1 0 0 1 2 

 0 0 1 0 1 2 

 0 0 0 0 1 1 

 1 0 1 0 1 3 

 0 1 0 1 0 2 

 1 1 0 0 0 2 

 0 0 1 1 1 3 

 

Summary: 

Hybrid reduction reduced the soft set size by enhancing the reduction in (Rose 

et al., 2010). The following are the advantages and disadvantages of hybrid reduction 

technique. 
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Advantages: 

i) Their optimal and sub extraction was correct. 

ii) It provides consistency in selecting optimal and sub optimal decision. 

iii) It reduces soft set size. 

i) It has row reduction. 

Disadvantages: 

i) If there is no object that is maximally or minimally supported by parameters, 

then the reduction will not be improved as that achieved by Kong et al. 

(2008), Rose et al. (2010) and Mamat et al. (2011) in terms of implies 

reduction. 

ii) If there is non-implies which are not in the form of (i), there will be no 

reduction. 

ii) The complexity of sub set combinations are not enhanced. 

2.6.6 Analysis of Soft Parameter Reduction  in Ma (2011) 

A new efficient normal parameter reduction algorithm was introduced by 

Mamat et al. (2011) to improve Kong et al.,’s (2008), complexity which assigned the 

implies classifications to sub parameters based on parameter support that induced 

multiples of N, where N is total parameters. Before assigning the implies classifications 

by default, any parameter maximally or minimally supported by objects will be 

automatically forwarded to the reduction set. Then, the reduction set from original 

parameters is reduced to become the candidate domain. Finally, the searching process 

checks the implies conditions in candidate domain for every set such that all objects 

supports are the same and then reduced, which consequently improves the complexity 

of implies introduced by Kong et al. (2008).  

Thus, based on data set in Table 2.2, this algorithm results in no reduction, and 

the disadvantages are the same as faced by Kong et al. (2008). The advantages of this 

algorithm is that it enhances the complexity of Kong’s algorithm and reduces the 

candidate boundary. 
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Advantages: 

i) Their optimal and sub extraction was correct. 

ii) It provides consistency in selecting optimal and sub optimal decision. 

It reduces soft set size and removes the complexity induced by (Kong et al. 2008). 

Disadvantages: 

i) If the implies have not taken place, then the reduction will not be improved . 

ii) The complexity of sub set combinations in some cases are not enhanced 

based on single columns 

2.6.7 Analysis of Soft Parameter Reduction  in Kumar (2013) 

The idea behind the algorithm suggested by Kumar and Rengasamy (2013) is to 

delete every parameter in a soft-set and, after checking, reduce the set if the remaining 

parameters generates the support cluster similar to that of the original soft-set. This 

algorithm has a quick decision in deciding whether or not the parameter can be reduced.  

Based on Table 2.2, the parameters support cluster of the original soft-set is:  

 },{},{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,,,{ 181171716151310984321412651 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu      (2.1) 

The main problem faced in Kumar and Rengasamy’s algorithm is that it does 

not focus on implies reduction if the parameters are not in one-dimensional 

representations. As shown in Equation (2.1), in determining the decision partition, the 

algorithm starts from first record and groups similar objects, then continues to next, and 

the process continues until last record is reached. However, this process excludes the 

non-implies that are included in the group of parameters.  

Equation (2.1) is different from the original soft-set cluster. After deleting 

parameter ),( 1p the support cluster becomes:  

 }{},,,,{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,{ 181211651716151310984321471 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu     2.2) 
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Eq. (2.2) is different from the original soft set cluster. After deleting parameter 

),( 2p  the support cluster is:  

 },{},,,,{},,,,,,,,,,{},,{ 181114127517161513109843261 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu    (2.3)  

Eq. (2.3) is different from the original data set cluster. After deleting the 

parameter ),( 3p the support cluster becomes:  

 },,,,{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,{ 181412115171615131098432761 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu       (2.4)  

Eq. (2.4) is different from the original data set cluster. After deleting the 

parameter ),( 4p  the support cluster becomes:  

 }{},,{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,,,{ 111271716151310984321814651 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu    (2.5)  

Eq. (2.5) is different from the original data set cluster. After deleting parameter 

),( 5p the support cluster can be expressed as:  

 }{},,{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,,,{ 765171615131098432181412111 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu  (2.6)  

Eq. (2.6) is different from the original dataset cluster. The cluster supports after 

deleting parameter ),( 6p is given as:  

 },{},{},,,,,,,,,,{},,,,,{ 181171716151310984321412651 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu  (2.7)  

Equation (2.7) is the same as the original data set cluster. As shown in Table 

2.6, it shows that the data size in Table 2.2 is reduced by up to 17 % .  

Table 2.6              Data size in Table 2.2 reduction in parameterization reduction 

       

1
u

 
1 0 1 0 0 2 

2
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

3
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

4
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

5
u

 
0 1 0 0 1 2 
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Table 2.6              Continued. 

       

6
u

 
0 0 1 0 1 2 

7
u

 
0 0 0 0 1 1 

8
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

9
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

10
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

11
u

 
1 0 1 0 1 3 

12
u

 
0 1 0 1 0 2 

13
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 0 0 0 2 

15
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

16
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

17
u

 
1 1 1 1 1 5 

18
u

 
0 0 1 1 1 3 

 

Summary:  

            The parameterization reduction has a powerful effect especially in large soft set. 

The following are the advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm: 

Advantage: 

i) Their optimal and sub extraction is correct. 

ii) It provides consistency in selecting optimal and sub optimal decision. 

iii) It reduces soft set size. 

Disadvantage: 

i) Parameter reduction is partially successful because of the inability to remove all 

the non-implies. 

ii) It has no row reduction. 

iii) It contains some implies inconsistency because deleting a single parameter can 

detect only some of the inconsistencies.  

iv) The complexity of sub set combinations in some cases is not enhanced based on 

single columns. 
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2.7 Soft Set Comparisons 

Several techniques have been utilised for soft parameter reduction using soft-set 

theory, which has contributed to the field of data reduction. The approach using soft-set 

reduction, first introduced by Maji et al. (2002), was implemented to determine 

decisions based on AND, OR, NOT, union and intersection. Parameterization reduction 

was then presented by Chen et al. (2005), who utilized rough set theory to investigate 

whether or not Maji’s decisions were correct. Chen et al. successfully reduced the 

inconsistency as encountered by Maji et al., however, they inherited the problem related 

to sub-optimal choice faced by Maji et al. This problem was then analyzed by Kong et 

al. (2008), who defined the actual parameter reduction to overcome the sub-optimal 

problems as well as reduce the number of parameters; however, their algorithm was 

difficult to understand. Thus, Rose et al. (2010) presented a framework in decision 

making that solved the complexity of Kong’s algorithm by using easier definitions. 

Later, Mamat et al. (2011) enhanced Kong’s normal parameter reduction by easy 

definitions using different steps than that of Rose et al. (2010). Then, Rose addressed 

the idea of raw reduction (Rose et al., 2012) that enhanced the algorithm that Rose et al. 

(2010) suggested by first reducing the implies before putting every object in the 

reduction set if they are maximally or minimally supported by parameters. After this 

process, if there is zero significant parameter, it will also be under reduction. Kumar 

and Rengasamy, (2013) introduced the idea of deleting every parameter and matching 

its remaining parameter partitions with the original partition; if they are the same then 

the deleted parameter goes for reduction. The reduction from previous algorithms in 

Table 2.2 are shown in Table 2.7 and the reduction is summarized in Table 2.7. The 

limitation of the above reduction algorithms, as in Table 2.7, shows that in some cases 

less reduction was performed than in others, which is our motivation to achieve 

successful reduction by enhancing choices cost and decision quality as well as 

simplifying the decisions by reducing its boundary to fill the gap as represented in 

Figure 2.5. This shows that the problems exist in every techniques put forward by 

previous researchers (Maji et al. (2002); Chen et al. (2005); Kong et al. (2008); Mamat  

et al. (2011); Rose et al. (2010); Rose et al. (2012); Kumar and Rengasamy (2013).  
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 Table 2.7        The reduction of previous soft parameters algorithms 

        Features                     

 

 

 Reduction   

 techniques 

Raw 

reduction 

Consistency 

(Correct 

optimal  and 

sub optimal 

decisions) 

Total reductions 

of Table 2.2 

Problems 

Maji 2002   33% Inconsistency 

Chen 2005   50% Sub optimal decisions 

Kong 2008  √ 0% Non- implies 

Rose 2010  √ 0% Non- implies 

Rose 2012 √ √ 37% Cases of non -implies 

Kumar 2013  √ 17% Cases of implies 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Reduction comparisons based on previous algorithms 

2.8 The Benefit of Parameter Reduction  

The benefit of parameter reduction is that it simplifies the process by enhancing 

the searching time and generating decisions without incurring any cost. The 

decompositions introduced by Ibrir and Bettayeb (2015) is to define an equal spacing 

between classifications. Decision analysis, first studied by Maji et al. (2002) and then 

by Chen et al. (2005), used to find optimal solutions that yield fewer number of 

parameters is not a simple process, but if the number of parameters is not reduced, the 

cost of choices will be increased. The question is which characteristic should be 

assigned to a given boundary. For this reason soft-set defined the equal spaces between 

classification to reduce implies, as suggested by Kong et al. (2008), Rose et al. (2010), 

Ma et al. (2011) and Rose et al. (2012). However, a problem of not giving exact 
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classifications is encountered if the spacing between preferences is not equal, but the 

problem can be overcome by searching the solutions in single sub set combination 

decomposition, as introduced by Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). The proposed SSR 

algorithm in this study does not require single sub sets combination since the 

parameters reduction were considered in solving the problem related to time series co-

efficient (refer Table 2.8 in Appendix A1). Time series is defined as the total 

frequencies that occur in a specific time and their similarity determined based on 

lengths (Zolhavarieh et al., 2014), in which the grid K differences have an equal 

spacing. The objects in time series frequently changes, such as in time series 

},.....,{ 21 ni ffff  that is an ordered set of numbers that indicate the temporal characteristics 

of objects at any time t of the total track life  .  Data similarity between two time series 

is based on the similarity in each time step in order to match certain characteristics for 

the grid independent. This method was introduced in soft-set by Hakim (2014), which is 

used to analyze the characteristics of the items and gives the recommendations based on 

situations, if the situation occurs in the grid tested, then the consequences will be the 

result. Suppose in two soft-sets ),( 11 EF and ),,( 22 EF  the solutions is checked by the 

probability that “If ),( 11 EF then ),( 22 EF  or if ),( 22 EF then ."),( 11 EF  

On the other hand, the benefit of parameter reduction is to lessen the 

computational duration of candidate solutions to enhance their further reduction, and 

simultaneously maximize the pre-reduction stage to become more significant, which 

can optimizes the usage of CPU; in some cases, the transfer of resources is increased if 

data is not reduced. The purpose of the decomposition is to establish partial reduction 

within the allowable range of the implies; if the reduction achieved is small, then the 

overall boundary of the solutions is affected by the change. The computational time 

required to find the boundary is further reduced, and at the same time, overcoming 

some of the incorrect sets from the boundary of candidate solutions, while decreasing 

the capacity of the buffer. 

2.9 Summary: 

The reduction of objects or dimension (attributes) in a soft-set that contains 

some amount of redundancies could not assist in the discovery of knowledge. Thus, 

these redundancies need to be eliminated to allow only the relevant attributes to be used 
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in the discovery of knowledge. In order to determine the reduction, soft-set theory and 

rough set theory have been used to manage uncertain data. Many years ago, the data set 

costs more and consumed large memory size due to the presence of uncertain data as 

unlimited resources need to be allocated to the set. If the uncertain data is reduced, then 

it would improve the quality of information as well as the choices cost. The purpose of 

reduction in decision making is to identify the significant relevant data to make the cost 

of choices accurate and to maintain consistency in attaining the optimal and sub-optimal 

choices.  

Several techniques can be used for parameter reduction by dealing with 

uncertainty in soft-set theory to achieve reduction based on information characteristics. 

However, although the soft-set reduction is successful in reducing implies and some 

non-implies condition, it failed to provide consistency in both implies and non-implies. 

The study on soft-set reduction by Mohammed et al. (2014) has compared the effect of 

several soft attribute reduction techniques forwarded by previous researchers such as 

Maji et al.  (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong et al. (2008), Mamat  et al. (2011), Rose et 

al. (2010), Rose et al. (2012) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). First, in Maji’s 

algorithm, the optimal and sub-optimal decisions generated based on maximum weight 

has many inconsistencies and incorrect decisions. The inconsistency was removed by 

Chen et al., but Chen et al.’s sub-optimal result is also incorrect. The performance of 

sub decisions in Chen’s algorithm was improved by Kong et al. by introducing implies 

conditions, in which the optimal and sub-optimal accuracy were maintained. However, 

in some cases, if implies have not taken place, sometimes only partial reduction will 

take place because it excludes non-implies. Rose et al. (2010) introduced simpler 

definitions that capture implies as in Kong et al.’s algorithm; then, by using the easy 

definition, Mamat et al. enhanced Kong et al.’s complexity. In Rose et al.’s algorithm, 

the concept of reducing non-implies was introduced along with implies definitions 

(Rose et al., 2010). Kumar and Rengasamy (2013) extended the concept of non-implies 

to be applied in each single parameter, but this concept does not consider some implies 

and even some non-implies as reduction; the problem they sometimes encountered was 

that some amount of vagueness cannot be filtered. Thus, if implies or non-implies are 

placed in more than one column, the algorithm cannot longer capture it. This current 

review is useful in enhancing characteristic of decision partition classifications that are 

not stable. However, these cases do not maintain the accuracy of the original 
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classifications. Another issue is that the reduction efficiency is not enhanced if the 

domain of sub sets are not feasible due to large parameters. The large parameters 

induced infinite combinations and, for this reason, previous studies decomposed small 

sub sets by removing the complexity of feasible domain based on single column 

(Herawan et al., 2009 a; Mamat et al., 2011; Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013). However, 

removing single parameters does not always enhance the reduction efficiency, thus it 

needs more decompositions.  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the research methodology that was conducted in this 

study in developing the proposed hybrid algorithm that is used for managing uncertain 

data and maintain the consistency during parameter reduction process. Afterwards, the 

mathematical model is presented to formulate the probability of parameter reduction 

based on adjusted prioritized weight vector and Markov Chain model. Then, the 

detailed development of the proposed efficient Soft-Set Reduction based Binary Particle 

Swarm optimized by Biogeography-Based Optimizer (SSR-BPSO-BBO) algorithm is 

discussed as a method to perform soft-set data classification and optimal decision 

making processes. Finally, a summary of the proposed algorithm is given. 

3.2   The Definitions of Soft Set 

In developing the proposed soft-set combinations technique, reference was made 

to several previous soft-set algorithms as FPC combination, such as those proposed by 

Rose et al. (2010) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). The definitions of theses 

algorithms are as follows, which are later used in the proposed combination to maintain 

original inconsistency:  

Definition 3.2.1: 

Let (F, E) be a representation of soft parameters as parameters and objects, and their 

values are determined by the universe U, where .Uu  A parameter co-occurrence 

transforming the object u, where their values arrangement can be defined as

},1),(:{)(  eufEeucoo refer (Rose et al., 2010) for details. 
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Definition 3.2.2: 

Let (F, E) be a soft-set over the universe U and .Ux  Support of an object u rules can 

be expressed as      1,:cardsupp  eufEeu  of },1),(:{)(  eufEeucoo  

refer (Rose et al., 2010) for details. 

Definition 3.2.3:  

Let (F, E) represents soft parameters and their values are determined by the objects 

from the universe U and .Uu  An objects u could achieve maximally supported status 

to be ranked at first if it contains all parameters E, denoted by Msupp(u), if the source 

of the term supp(v),supp(u)  }/{uUv  to perform order (Rose et al. 2010). Based 

on Definition 3.2.3, the supported (ranked) ordered objects can be made according to 

the above form and is conducted in such a way that their support value are categorized 

in descending order as ,....21 nUUU   in which their values can be obtained 

from UiU  and  EiuUuU
i

by  supported maximalth - is : , for ni 1 .  Thus, 
iU   is a 

collection of objects as neighboring nodes, such that for every I that belongs to U 

should have the same support; in other words, the various parameters representing the 

objects that has the same support should be placed in the same class). The ordering 

solutions is expressed as iniI UU U
 
and , ji UU  for .ji   In addressing the 

rows summation, a collection of },.....,,{/ 21 nUUUEU  induced a decision 

partition of U, refer (Rose et al., 2010) for details. 

Definition 3.2.4:  

 Let ),( EF  be the representations of finite soft parameters and their variable coming 

from the universe U, where the partition of the original set is ./ EU To determine the 

partition of original sub sets, let .Ec  Then c is the indispensable representations in 

E if ./}/{ EUcU   Otherwise, c is said to be dispensable, refer (Kumar and 

Rengasamy, 2013) for details. 
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Definition 3.2.5: 

Let ),( EF  be the representations of objects in soft-set identified in the universe U, 

EC  is the parameters sub set, and let a single parameter is .Cc  Then, parameters 

{ c } is dispensable if EUcU /}/{  , otherwise,  { c } is indispensable, which is used to 

avoid the up growth of parameters. To overcome all dispensable parameters that all ci 

values will be removed, refer (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013) for details. 

Definition 3.2.6:  

Let EA define the uncertainty that A is dispensable in E if ,// EUAU  otherwise 

the unsatisfaction principles makes A as indispensable in E. 

Definition 3.2.7:  

Let EA  has implies derivations that A is usually a reduction in E if and only if the 

correction of A in Definition 3.2.6 is dispensable and (v),supp(u)supp A\EA\E    for 

every ,, Uvu   (Rose et al., 2010). For example after removing a particular sub set their 

remains parameter may induced original set decision partition, for this reason the 

removable set must generate equality for all objects. 

3.3   Proposed  Soft Set Parameter Consistency Algorithm 

HPC algorithm has been designed based on Hybrid Parameter Reduction (Rose 

et al., 2012) and Parameterization Reduction (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013). The 

purpose of this combination is to overcome the limitations of both techniques. The HPC 

combinations reduce similar relations from objects based on new objects relations. The 

reduction based on Hybrid parameter reductions by Rose et al. (2012) removes the 

implies, then it deletes the objects that have similar representations of parameters, 

which will then remove every zero significant parameter. Thus, the issue of non implies 

is not solved using Rose’s algorithm (Rose et al., 2012), except that the empty column 

induced by similar objects is removable. Hence, the proposed hybrid algorithm in this 

study would decreased the choices cost, which consequently affects storage and 

transformation, while searching for significant parameters, as shown Figure 3.1. The 

similarity between the two algorithms is that it reduces non implies using different 

strategies.  
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Figure 3.1 The process of the proposed HPC algorithm 

Some non implies from finite parameters volume are shared by both algorithms 

from different aspects (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013; Rose et al., 2012), which are 

induced by empty columns introduced from Rose et al. (2012). However, Kumar and 

Rengasamy’s algorithm has automatic decompositions, based on singleton reduction for 

both choices cost and domain space reduction. However, the problems that arise in both 

algorithms is in terms of singleton sub set. Thus, to overcome the problems, the 

proposed combinations would be to improve Kumar’s algorithm, and to reduce more 

sets using Rose’s algorithms than that obtained from using algorithms put forward by 

previous researchers. 

3.3.1   HPC Definitions    

The following refers to the definitions cited in Rose et al. (2010): 

The representations of soft-set in Definition 3.2.1 is used to identify Boolean 

information; Definition 3.2.2 is used to calculate the weight; Definition 3.2.3 is used to 

determine the clusters of the original set; Definitions 3.2.2 and  Definitions 3.2.3 are 

Start 

Input binary data (Soft set) 

Processing steps for determining the soft set cluster as predefined classification: 

1-Determine the total parameters co-occurrences 

2-Determine the decision partition supports 

Dimensional reductions process by generating sub combinations as following: 

1-Set the directional counter (m)=0 

2-Start deleting sub sets if the total supports are equals or if their reminding 

parameters induced original partition 

3-Update the parameter counter set m= m+1 and go to step 2 until last set 

4-Delete any records have same inputs or empty column 

 

Output of the reductions consistency: 

If last sub set then determine the final decision result 

End 
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used to determine the similarity of objects; Definition 3.2.4 is used to delete single 

parameters from Kumar’s algorithm; and Definition 3.2.5 is used to overcome all 

deletions in Kumar’s algorithm. The new soft set generated (based on Kumar’s 

deletions and further reductions by Rose’s (2010) technique  is used in Definition 3.2.6 

to determine the feasible implies boundary, then it is matched using Definition 3.2.7 to 

overcome the implies from it, and then similar objects are simplified using Definitions 

3.3.1.1, after which all similar objects are deleted using Definitions 3.3.1.2. These 

definitions setup focuses on uncertain parameters for implies and non implies, which 

facilitates the reductions based on FPC combination introduced by Rose et al. (2010) 

and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), while the proposed combination contributes a new 

Definition 3.3.1.3 for generating significant reduction based on AND condition. 

Definition 3.3.1.1: 

Let ),( EF  represents a set of parameters mapping of given objects placed in the 

universe U and .Ud  Then, d is used to simplify the objects; the simplifications is 

called dispensable U if d is maximally or minimally supported by E, otherwise, d is said 

to be indispensable (Rose et al., 2012). 

Definition 3.3.1.2:  

Let ),( EF  represents soft parameters expressed by the removable of set D in 

Definition 3.3.1.1, if there are empty parameters, then the parameters are deleted (Rose 

et al., 2012). 

Definition 3.3.1.3:  

Set A  is forwarded as reduction if and only if the set satisfies the conditions: C is 

dispensable (Definition 3.2.5) and A is dispensable (Definition 3.2.7) and set d 

(Definition 3.3.1.1). As an example, set C contains the removable parameters obtained 

after implementing Kumar’s algorithm (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013), the implies are 

then removed by using set A (Rose et al., 2012), and finally, set D contains the objects 

that have similar values as in the original sets.  
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3.3.2   HPC Combination Procedure 

The detailed procedure of the proposed HPC algorithm is explained as follows: 

1- Filter parameters by Parameterization Reduction Using Soft-set Theory for better          

Decision Making. 

2- Execute Hybrid reduction algorithm. 

3.3.3   HPC Process 

The procedure of the proposed HPC reduction combinations is as follows: 

1- Accept original soft-set ).,( EF  

2- Determine the parameter co-occurrences in every object based on Step1. 

3- Calculate the total of parameters supports in every object based on Step 2. 

4- Determine object's decision partitions weight. 

5- If any object is maximally or minimally supported by parameters, name as set D, 

where },,....,,{ 21 nDDDD   and repeat until the last object. 

6- In every parameter, calculate their complements objects support, if the values are 

the same as that of the original set, then Forward C for its all parameters, where 

,....}.,{ 21 CCC    

7- Union the C columns and remove from the original set. 

8- Based on Step 7, for any sub set ,EA  if EUAU //  and 

),(...)()( 21 nAAA PfPfPf  then forward L. 

9- Remove maximum cardinality of set L. 

10- For any ,iD  remove from set E. 

11- If there is empty column, then delete it. 

 12-This algorithm known as HPC algorithm. 

 3.4  Object Reduction as Complete Sub Cluster Reduction 

The proposed definitions will remove uncertain objects as proper reduction 

cannot be determined without false frequent object. By removing false frequent object 

using AND and OR operations, union of all intersection occur as a result of reduction.  

The objects are deleted if their parameters in union intersect. First, the reduction of 
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object is determined based on hybrid reduction of the proposed method, and then 

Jaccard are placed in measuring the object reduction co-efficiency based on AND and 

OR operations. Let B be any sub set of U and let X be the reduction coming from 

parameters decision support.  

3.4.1  Reduction prosperities 

Definition 3.4: 

 Let any be two sub sets of E  and that E  is the original set. Suppose ,,...... EA 

then for any ,......,, BAc  the union over intersections of {c}, based on Jaccard 

similarity, should be the same (Jaccard, 1902).  

The basic steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows: 

Step 1: 

Let co-occurrences induced decision partition },,{ 21 uuc  suppose },,{ 21 uuE 

},,{ 21 uuA   by this example, Jaccard similarity is calculated as in Step 2. 

Step 2: 

The intersection between two sets ),,( EA from the example above, is determined such 

that .1




EA

EA  Suppose set X = ,.......},{ BA  and ,,.......},{ EBA  then all {c} 

is known as the first intersection, and the intersection continues until the last result is 

obtained. If there is any intersection, determine it. This step determines the intersection 

between all objects as first intersect, then it intersects until the last intersection 

},.....,{ MaxMinE   as Max=  XB  and Min=  .XB   

Step 3: 

Take sub sets that induced the original partition from Step 1 as set B, and the values of 

the reduction result obtained from the algorithm, which retains the original table, are 

entered and the result is gated as {c}, then find  XB as reduction. 
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3.5  Mathematical Model of Parameter Reduction for Decision Partition             

              Order Based on Adjusted Weight Vector  

The probability of occurrence of at least n suboptimal choices in a given soft-set 

can help us to investigate the key factors which have impact in suboptimal choice 

redundancy. In this regard, a suboptimal choice of subset P is considered as shown in 

Figure 3.2, where in each choice combination in the subset P has a number of repetition 

and priority value.  

 

Figure 3.2 Probability representation of having an optimal decision within sub-set 

parameter of ƒn. 

There are N sets of optimal decisions in a soft-set and each combination of ƒ (u, 

a) has variables or features, ƒi, and priority of reduction rate Pr. Optimal decisions are 

exponentially distributed in the soft-set with parameter lambda which refers to the mean 

value of Pi. Based on our assumptions, sub-sets are partially equipped with weighted 

priority which affects the optimal decision (Od) classified and ranked according to the 

value of below equation based on a proposed weight vector, W is identified to present 

the weight of Od. 

                                                                                                             

In order to obtain an optimal weight vector, an adjustment value is calculated 

with respect of standard deviation of each combination of suboptimal choice as 

presented by the following equation: 
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 For instance, when the first sub-set P1  of Od is considered to be given high priority 

based on the number of repetitions, the given weight vector equation will be as follows: 

 

     
         

         
                                                            

 

The standard deviation of the sub-set P values have been normalized in above 

equation, where      is the standard deviation of P( ,1), P( ,2), . . . , P( ,n) and    is their 

mean calculated utilizing the following equations: 

                                    
 

 
                                                              

   
 

 
                

                      
                                                    

Based on our proposed method, the sub-set P with high probability of reduction 

is considered a main input metric for decision making in the optimal decision election 

process; thus, it should be highlighted that low variance of sub-set P should not be 

reflected in a decrease in its own weight vector. For example, when the overall average 

of         , (  = 1, 2, . . . ,  ) is with high total number of active options/ones, the 

adaptation degree of sub-set metric          must be considered with high priority to 

be ranked as first optimal decision. Therefore, the weight vector of-          , 

            should be given a higher weight value compared with the other optimal 

decision sub-sets. Accordingly, the reduction probability is significantly improved by 

guaranteeing that the optimal decision was made based on          with high priority 

weight vector. 

3.5.1  Proposed Markov Model Based on Probability for Searching Strategy 

Generally, the  probability  theory  studies  chance occurrence processes  for  

which  the  knowledge of  prior  outcomes  influence  predictions  for  future  

experiments. In another words, when we observe a sequence of unplanned experiments, 

all of the previous outcomes could affect our predictions for the subsequent experiment.   

For instance, this would be the case in forecasting flood rates on a sequence of water 
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levels in a region. However, to enable sequential process would most probably make it 

very tough to prove general results. We can define a Markov chain as follows: We have 

a set of states, Sf={Sf0, Sf1, Sf2, …, Sfn}. The process starts in one of these states and 

moves successively from one state to another.   Each move is called a step. When the 

chain is currently in state Sfi, it then moves to state Sfj at the next step with a probability 

denoted by Pij, and this probability does not depend upon which states the chain was in 

before the current state. 

The parameter partition reduction probability of each parameter depends on the 

order of each partition in the sub-set. Hence, based on the order properties of 

parameters in the sub-set, it is likely that at least one or more sub-sets will be reduced in 

each cycle as a way to obtain an optimal decision. In order to compute the probability 

of at least x reduced sub-set in a cycle, which is known as a tail probability of x 

reduction, which is shown with Pr(x,n,m) where n refers to the number of parameters 

with one sub-set and m is the possible number of combinations. Thus, we have 

suggested an approach based on Markov modelling method as it’s shown in Figure 3.3. 

The proposed Markov model has N states in which each state ƒi  refers to at least i 

candidate parameter in the sub-set be omitted from the new generated optimal decision 

set and all transitions start from  ƒ0. Figure 3.3 presents the proposed Markov Chain 

model that demonstrates the probability concept of our parameterization value reduction 

technique (Norris and James,  1998.). It is worth noting that our proposed technique 

relies on three main phases. The first two phases include: ranking the sub-sets ƒn  based 

on the number of parameters offered by each one (accumulative number of ones in a 

row), and ranking each parameter by the number of times it is present with each ƒn 

(accumulative number of ones in a column). The third phase is to guarantee an optimal 

decision is achieved by applying our proposed priority based weight vector. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_R._Norris
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Figure 3.3 Representation of the  proposed Markov Chain model 

 

For a better understanding, an example is given of the way to calculate the value 

of tail probability, when at least one sub-set is selected to be reduced from the list of 

combinations. 

                                        

                             

                                                            

 

Pr indicates the probability of reduction in the rate of ƒi in the sub-set which is 

explained in the following: 

In the aforementioned equation, the calculation of the tail probability that two 

parameters are reduced in a sub-set consisting of five parameters. All possible 

combinations that could be used in selecting two options as an optimal decision out of 

five parameters should be considered. According to this theory, to calculate the tail 

probability of two reduced parameters in a sub-set, the tail probability of one  parameter 

to be selected as the optimal decision should also be taken into account. Thus, transition 

between two consecutive states ƒi+1 and ƒi where i >= 1 is not possible and transition 

probabilities and state probabilities are the same. The transition probabilities for at least 

one to three reduced parameters in N parameters length of a sub-set is shown as 

follows: 
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Finally, we introduced a general recursive function for computing the tail 

probability of nr number of reductions in a sub-set which is represented by Equation 

below: 

            

 
 
 

 
 

                   

   

    

                   

    

    

                                                                                                                                       

where, ƒ0 refers to the first parameter of a sub-set and N indicates the number of 

parameters given by a sub-set.    indicates the calculated weight value of a given 

parameter (refer to Section 3.5, P. 62). 
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3.5.2  Markov Model Dimensional Reduction Algorithm 

The algorithm of Markov chain steps as following: 

1-  Input original soft-set as set M. 

2- In every object, determine the objects support partition and label as set P. Then    

decompose set P into set Min is Min set, Max is Max supp and set PP is R the 

remains. 

3- Arrange Step 2 in descending order or ascending order, and label as set Q. 

4- From set M, generate partial combinations of set M as set W components; search for 

the solution by checking the combination of set W in Step 6 to determine whether or 

not the components match the decision partition. 

5- If last sub set, then go to Step 12, else add set D(p+1) to set S(p+1); update set Wi by 

maximum set S(p+1), and remove it if matches set Q; for new Wi go to Step 6. 

6- For set Wi, if the object support partition of any Wpi induced a partition matches that 

of set Min, then forward to set S. 

7- In set S, if the object support partition of any Si induced a partition that matches that 

of set Max, then forward to set SS. 

8- In set SS, if the object support partition of any SSi induced a partition matches that of 

set PP, then forward to set BB. 

9- In set BB, if the order of object support partition of any BBi induced a partition 

matches that of set Q, then forward to set K. 

10- For current Ki, if the order of the decision partition matches that of set Q, then go to 

Step 11; else, if the decision partition order does not match that of set Q and if its 

removal makes the order of the decision partition of the remaining columns the 

same as that of set Q (by checking steps 7, 8 and 9), then forward set Ki to set D(p+1) 

and go to Step 5.  

11- Display the columns of Ki as results, and go to Step 13. 

12- Display the maximum columns not in set S(p+1) and the decision partition order of 

Wi that is the same as set Q, then go to Step 13. 

13- End. 
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3.6  Accuracy of  Original Decision Partition Order 

Classification methods that are specialized to solve a specific problem can often 

achieve better performance in terms of accuracy and complexity time, which could be 

achieved by considering several features in addition to obtaining the background 

knowledge. In order to optimize the proposed Soft-Set-Reduction (SSR) algorithm, a 

new heuristic learning algorithm based on binary version of PSO (BPSO) is used to 

classify and reduce the low ranked parameters in a given soft-set.  The binary version of 

this algorithm has been introduced for solving binary issues, specifically the visibility 

of parameters within sub-sets of a universal soft-set that are represented by 0s and 1s. 

3.7 Proposed Soft Set Reduction using Binary Particle Swarm Optimization      

            Based on Biogeography-Based Optimizer Algorithm (SSR-BPSO-BBO) to   

            Predict the Accuracy of Decision Partition  

The BPSO was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhartin (1997). Basically, the 

continuous and binary versions of PSO can be illustrated using two different 

components: a new transfer function and an altered technique for position updating 

process. For clarification, the process of mapping a continuous search space in a given 

soft-set to a binary one; a transfer function was used. On the other hand, the updating 

process is intended to switch positions of particles between 0 and1 in binary search 

spaces. 

In order to obtain an optimized classification method that could be integrated 

into Soft Set Reduction (SSR), Back Propagation (BP) of Multi-Layer Perceptron 

(MLP) Neural Networks (NNs) were used in this study. The new SSR using BPSO that 

is trained by Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO) SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm 

could efficiently assist in obtaining the optimal decision for the give problem scenario. 

The general mechanism which is used in generating the final decision of selected 

parameters of given sub-sets is designed to be BPSO. In order to modify particles 

position during searching process, in our proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm each 

particle within PSO should consider its current position, the present velocity, the 

distance to their personal best solution, pbest, and the distance to the global best 

solution, gbest. The mathematical model of PSO is presented as follows (Kennedy and 

Eberhartin 1997): 
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where,   
  is the velocity of particle i at iteration t, w is a weighting function that 

was suggested earlier,    is an acceleration coefficient, rand is a random number 

between 0 and 1,   
  is the current position of particle i at iteration t,        is indicating 

the best solution that an i-th particle has obtained until this point, and gbest designates 

the best solution the swarm has achieved so far. 

A random particle distribution in a problem space will be performed at the early 

stage of running a PSO. Afterwards, the velocities of particles are calculated using Eq. 

(3.11) and keep on updating during every iteration. When defining the velocities, the 

position of particles will be calculated using Eq. (3.13). The process of changing 

particles’ positions will continue until satisfying an end criterion. 

Commonly, there are many problems that have inherent distinct binary search 

spaces, like feature selection and dimensionality reduction (Mirjalili and Andrew, 

2013). Besides, issues with non-stop real-time search space can be converted into 

binary problems by converting their variables to binary variables, which is related to the 

behaviour of soft-set that normally consist of combinations of 0 and 1. 

The main concept behind distinct binary searching spaces, the position updating 

process lays on switching between 0 and 1 values. Thus, this type of switching or 

position updating should be done based on the velocities of particles. Based on 

(Mirjalili and  Hashim, 2012), the concept of updating particles’ velocity is introduced 

by applying a probabilistic model. The key idea is to change the position of any particle 

in a binary searching space with the probability of its velocity. Hence, to achieve this, a 

transfer function is necessary to change velocity values to probability values for 

updating the particle’s positions. It is important to note that the utilized number of 

particles in our algorithm was 40, the learning rate 0.01 and the momentum 0.001. 
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The velocity of particle i at iteration t in k-th dimension is   
    . By changing 

velocities to probability values, position vectors could be updated with the probability 

of their velocities as follows: 

  
        

                   
      

                  
      

                                        

 

              Figure 3.4 shows the steps of BPSO process in finding the optimal solution in a 

given searching space of soft-set parameter reduction. At the same time our proposed 

SSR-BBO algorithm  works in training the BP of MLP in obtaining the lowest Mean 

Square Error (MSE) of predicted output. Figure 3.5 illustrates the overall proposed SSR-

BPSO-BBO flow activities. The elements with optimal MSE value will be used in 

updating the final position vectors of all particles in a searching space, which contributes 

to obtaining an optimal decision with high percentage of reduction of given soft-set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The flow chart of BPSO process 

 

Begin 

End 

Generate all particles with random values in soft set 

searching space 

Define velocities for all particles using Eq.(3.12) 

Compute probabilities for updating position vectors using 

Eq. (3.14 & 3.15) 

 

Update the position vectors and rules for all particles 

using Eq. (3.13) 

Meet the optimal decision 

under defined conditions? 

Yes 

No 
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Figure 3.5 Proposed hybrid SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm 

In our proposed algorithm, the BBO sub-algorithm is applied to an MLP using 

the first method. Generally, the main aim of using BBO is train an MLP so that it is able 

to recognize training, validation, and test soft-sets completely for our use in parameter 

reduction process. The most significant sub-set in the learning phase is the training sub-

set. The MSE function that was utilised in this study for all training samples is 

presented as follows (Mirjalili et al., 2014): 

                                                             
    

      
   

 
   

 
                                                  

 

   

 

 

where, n is the number of training samples, p is the number of outputs,     
  is 

the optimal output of the ith input unit when the kth training sample is used, and   
  is 

the actual output of the ith input unit when the kth training sample appears in the input 

parameters. 

3.8 Summary     

This chapter presents and discusses the proposed algorithm. The Soft-Set 

Reduction algorithm consists of three sub-algorithms that are based on two components, 

namely, minimizing of domain space and adjusting the original classifications. HPC 
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algorithm includes parameterization reduction that has quick decision for the reduction 

process. The HPC algorithm was created to remove uncertainty and vagueness from 

soft-set. This chapter also explains the methodology involved in developing the 

algorithm to increase the reduction efficiency along with decision accuracy. The 

proposed algorithm has the ability to improve the response time when dealing with 

large data set. To achieve an accurate decision partition order, the proposed algorithm 

filters the false frequent parameter reduction in soft-set theory. 

In this chapter, a mathematical model that could perform parameter reduction 

based on adjusted weight vector and Markov Chain model has been detailed, showing 

the model’s robustness in obtaining accurate optimal decision. Furthermore, an efficient 

Soft-Set Reduction based Binary Particle Swarm optimized by Biogeography-Based 

Optimizer (SSR-BPSO-BBO) algorithm which can be used in soft-set data 

classification and optimal decision making processes is discussed. The results obtained 

from the proposed model will be presented in the next Chapter.
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results obtained from the proposed SSR and HPC 

algorithms and a benchmarking is implemented to validate our algorithms. The ability 

of the algorithms to find the optimal decision is presented and discussed by illustrating 

the reduction capability in a given soft dataset. Moreover, this chapter presents and 

validates the ability of the proposed algorithm in removing unwanted or less priority 

values inside the approximation range of a given soft dataset that has vagueness. 

Besides, the probability of reduction is demonstrated and analyzed using the proposed 

Markov chain model, while the average error in predicting the optimal decision is 

presented and compared with other optimization methods. Besides, the obtained optimal 

decision out of eight sub-sets and 200 parameters using the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO 

algorithm is demonstrated and analyzed. Finally, the complexity in obtaining the 

optimal decision out of a given soft dataset of the proposed algorithm is investigated 

and benchmarked with existing methods. 

4.2 Analysis of HPC Combination 

The idea behind the  proposed algorithm is to reduce the binary data; for 

example, suppose there is an original table named set E that contains rows (objects) and 

columns (parameters). HPC algorithm is used to determine parameters reduction of the 

set, which affects the identification of effective subsets. However, the total cost of 

determining and calculating the valuable data is affected by the formation of abnormal 

parameters subsets complexity. Besides other related issues such as decomposition 

complexity, classification and accuracy shortcoming, construction of subset is one of 

the major combinatorial problems that contribute to the development of soft-set 
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reduction; major reduction problems have been dealt with using Rose et al. ’s (2012) 

and Kumar et al. ’s (2013) algorithms. Kumar et al. (2013) conducted a study to analyse 

the uncertainty cost by constructing new soft-set without removing any single 

parameter due to inadequate inconsistency interoperability among the soft set 

parameters. The study proved that the features of the remaining parameters will decide 

whether or not the removed parameter is significant. The algorithm deletes the 

parameters that do not induce the original cluster, leaving the remaining parameter 

clusters to be checked for the solution; the deleted parameters becomes part of 

parameter reduction. In the context of one or more columns removable by Rose’s 

(2012), algorithm however, several non implies factors, including lack of consistency, 

are not considered in the reduction (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013). Consequently, a 

technique has been developed in this research by combining Rose’s (2012) and 

Kumar’s  (2013) techniques, which does not affect the rebuilding of the original table 

constructions. The deletion is based on single parameter and is significant if the rest of 

the parameters have the same characteristics as that of the original data; the original 

characteristics are summarized as decision partition. On the other hand, anomalous 

values that have the same cost for all statements are identified through Rose’s (2012) 

algorithm that can be found in rows or columns, regardless of the number (Rose et al., 

2012); the most important property of Rose’s algorithm is that all of the values equal 

the total cost. The proposed HPC algorithm was implemented in Java program as Net 

Beans IDE, 8.0.2 and executed on Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU processer 

T6600@2.20 GZ with 3.00 GB RAM and running on 32-bit Windows 7 operating 

system. 

4.2.1 Analysis of HPC Reduction Based on Table 2.2 

The reduction process, made possible with the use of cluster and soft-set in 

arranging the subsets to extract and transform the information, is used to integrate the 

data to meet the requirements. Initially, the parameters are sorted in Table 2.2 as

},,,,,,{ 654321 pppppp  which produces 62 sets of possible combinations. The original 

table is classified into categories according to the objects’ total cost as objects decision 

partition; the objects decision partition of Table 2.2 (refer to p. 37) is determined as 

U/E= ,,,,, 1412651 uuuuu  ,,,,,,,,,, 171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuu   ,, 1811 uu  .7u   

mailto:T6600@2.20
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Rows are classified according to their values, and the values in each group must 

be the same. The groups, known as classification, are later divided into Min supp, R 

supp. The classification is used to match between the original set and the reduction set, 

such that its property must be identical to all the data that satisfy the conditions of Min 

sup. The groups are forwarded to feasible reduction and the reduction is confirmed 

based on the sup, where the original Min sub set cluster is }{/ 7supp supp uRUMin   

and suppR  = }.,,,,{},,{},,,,,,,,,,{ 14126511811171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu  

 Table 2.2 Tabular representation of a soft set  

      6
p

  

 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 

 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 

 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 

 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 

 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 

 

Initially, several techniques are used to adjust the actual soft-set classifications, 

from which a combination of two techniques was found to be able to eliminate the 

disadvantages of both techniques, while capitalizing on their strengths. The proposed 

HPC algorithm maintains optimal and sub-optimal choices to lessen the cost by sending 

smaller decision size through the transmissions lines, which will benefit the customers 

and decisions makers. The HPC combination has the ability to remove a lot of 

resources, which has not been explored using each technique present in the HPC 

combination, especially to detect the presence of and remove the non implies in more 

than one parameter resources; this is the main reason why each individual technique 
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cannot detect the presence of non implies in more than one column. The combination of 

both techniques results in the reduction of the inconsistency. 

The proposed HPC algorithm is implemented in two steps. On applying the 

algorithm to Table 2.2, the parameter 6p is first removed from the table by using 

Kumar’s (2013) algorithm, but the resultant set },,,,,{ 54321 ppppp  still preserved the 

original property of the objects decision partition. The removal of parameter 6p shows 

that there is another property to be placed in uncertainty exposure. To check the 

possibilities whether or not any column can be deleted using Kumar’s algorithm 

requires the knowledge that the properties of the rest of the columns are identical to that 

of the original data. If the properties are identical, then the column is deleted, and the 

process is repeated for the next column until the last column is reached. Thus, the 

application of the proposed HPC algorithm is first used to check the significance of 

each parameter using Kumar’s algorithm to Table 2.2, which will delete any parameter 

if the properties of the remaining columns are identical to that of the original data. 

The parameter sub set { 6p } if deleted it introduces Min supp }{ 7u that is the 

same as the original soft-set Min supp, therefore, it considered as feasible reduction, to 

conformed it, the suppR  is  },,,,,{},,{},,,,,,,,,,{ 14126511811171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu  

as a result, the parameter  { 6p }  in Table 4.1 of reduction was achieved using our 

proposed HPC algorithm up to 17% reduction. 

   Table 4.1 The Table 2.2 reduction based on HPC  in first step by Kumar 

       

 1 0 1 0 0 2 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 0 1 0 0 1 2 

 0 0 1 0 1 2 

 0 0 0 0 1 1 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 0 1 0 1 3 

 0 1 0 1 0 2 
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Table 4.1 Continued. 

       

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 0 0 0 2 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 1 1 1 1 1 5 

 0 0 1 1 1 3 

 

In the second step of the HPC algorithm, the insignificant data in Table 2.2 is 

chosen by using Rose’s  (2012) algorithm based on decision partition of the table, 

which are classifiable at U/E= ,,,,, 1412651 uuuuu  ,,,,,,,,,, 171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuu

 1811,uu ,  .7u  Sometime a table has a maximum sub sets, while in Table 2.2 some 

sets are not important because they are free from the property of the original data or it 

has deviation from the original property. Suppose that some of the sub sets in Table 2.2 

are  ,,,,,{},,,,,{},,,,,{},,,,,{ 65321654216543165432 pppppppppppppppppppp  

.}},,,,{ 64321 ppppp  The partition of these sets is different from that of original soft-

set, hence their deletion is not significant. 

The equality property is determined by Rose’s (2012) algorithm as implies 

conditions, from which 25 sets of the Min supp complement are the same as that of the 

original Min supp partition, such as },,{{ 21 pp },,{ 31 pp },,{ 41 pp },,{ 51 pp },,{ 32 pp

},,{ 42 pp },,{ 52 pp },,{ 43 pp },,{ 53 pp },,{ 54 pp },,,{ 321 ppp },,,{ 421 ppp

},,,{ 521 ppp },,,{ 431 ppp },,,{ 531 ppp },,,{ 541 ppp },,,{ 432 ppp },,,{ 532 ppp

},,,{ 542 ppp },,,{ 543 ppp },,,,{ 4321 pppp },,,,{ 5321 pppp },,,,{ 5421 pppp

},,,,{ 5431 pppp }},,,{ 5432 pppp  and among them there is no set in which their 

complement satisfy the original set objects decision partition and the weight of the rows 

are the same. Thus, it implies that the choice value of each object is not changed after 

deleting parameter .ip   To assign the implies property to Table 2.2, 10 rows were 

reduced that are maximally supported by parameters ,,,,,, 1098432 uuuuuu

17161513 ,,, uuuu which are found in parameters  .,,,, 54321 ppppp  
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In Step 2 of the proposed HPC algorithm, the reduction achieved is measured by 

using Rose’s  (2012) algorithm to define implies equality that reflect the data which are 

similar. These data are removed from the base table because they are contradictory, and 

we conclude that the similarity property tested over the rows and columns to generate 

the result. In this step, the Rose’s  (2012)  algorithm generated the result as shown in 

Table 4.1, in which the sub-sets 171615131098432 ,,,,,,,,, uuuuuuuuuu were deleted 

since the sub sets contain maximum ultimate objects support as shown in Table 4.2. 

However, there are neither complement in the parameters nor there are zero significant 

parameters in Table 4.2, from which the reduction based on HPC combination is found 

to be 37%. Using Rose’s (2012) algorithm  to check implies in Table 4.1, it can be 

concluded that implies is not found in the parameters. Hence, Rose’s  (2012) algorithm 

is used to check the rows of Table 2.2 to reduce the rows that are available at rows

 ,,,,,,,,,, 171615131098432 uuuuuuuuuu  which are removable as shown in Table 

4.2. Since implies property using for equality, suppose that E  is the original set (such 

as Table 2.2), and suppose set A is any sub set where ,EA as in Table 4.2, the 

implies condition is satisfied if  U / E = U / E-A and    vu
AEAE \\

suppsupp  , for 

every ,, Uvu  where ., EAu   However, minimum ultimate objects supports do not 

occur in Table 2.2. 

   Table 4.2 The reduction in hybrid based on Table 2.2 

      
6p
 

 

 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 

 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 

 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 

 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 

 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 

 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 

 0 0 1 1 1 0 3 

 

4.2.2 Analysis of HPC Reduction Based on Table 4.3 

In the original data, certain features that summarize the characteristics of the 

data can be extracted, and the features are also shared by other data. The process of 

feature extraction is called classification, and each generated characteristic is unique. 
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When a particular data is found to be a reduction in accordance with the given property, 

the data is set to reduction as long as the original data does not spin into uncertainty. 

The proposed HPC combination algorithm is then applied to Table 4.3 to 

determine the reductions. The reduction of the table based on the algorithm is presented 

and discussed in this section to evaluate the performance of the proposed HPC 

algorithm. Execution of HPC algorithm is the same as that in Section 4.2.1, but on a  

different table. In the process of reducing Table 4.3, the cluster partitions of the original 

soft-set are as follows: 

                The partitions = },,,,,,,,{ 302826242314131 uuuuuuuu },,,,,{ 19121174 uuuuu

}}.,,,,,,,,,,,{ 29272522212017109865 uuuuuuuuuuuu The Min supp cluster is  

},,,,,,,,,,,{ 29272522212017109865 uuuuuuuuuuuu  and R supp cluster is 

 },,,,,,,,{ 302826242314131 uuuuuuuu },,,,,{ 18161532 uuuuu }}.,,,,{ 19121174 uuuuu  

 

  Table 4.3 Representation of framework for decision making soft set 

      
6p

 7p
 

 

1
u  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 

2u  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 

3u  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 

4u  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 

5u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

6u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

7u  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 

8u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

9u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

10u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

11u  1 1 1 0 0 1 0 4 

12u  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 

13u  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 

14u  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 

15u  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 

16u  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 

17u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

18u  1 1 1 1 0 0 1 5 
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Table 4.3 Continued. 

      
6p

 7p
 

 

19u  1 0 1 0 1 1 0 4 

20u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

21u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

22u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

23u  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

24u  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

25u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

26u  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

27u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

28u  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

29u  1 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

30u  0 1 1 0 0 1 0 3 

Source: Rose et al. (2010). 

From Table 4.3, based on the proposed HPC algorithm, its first step is to apply 

Kumar’s algorithm (Kumar and Rengasamy, 2013), which is to execute 

parameterization process, but no reduction (0%) is achieved. Hence, the second step is 

to execute the hybrid reduction algorithms.  Based on the HPC algorithm, the second 

step is to apply Rose’s (2012) algorithm, in which 6p  and 7p  are removed because 

both parameters satisfy the two properties. After removing 6p and ,7p   the resultant 

cluster partition from the proposed HPC algorithm is the same as that of the original 

soft-set. The final reduction based on HPC algorithm as shown in Table 4.4 is 29%. 

  Table 4.4 Representation of Table 4.3  reduction based on HPC algorithm 

       

1
u  1 0 0 0 1 2 

2u  1 1 1 1 0 4 

3u  1 1 1 1 0 4 

4u  1 0 1 0 1 3 

5u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

6u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

7u  1 0 1 0 1 3 
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Table 4.4 Continued. 

       

8u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

9u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

10u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

11u  1 1 1 0 0 3 

12u  1 0 1 0 1 3 

13u  1 0 0 0 1 2 

14u  1 0 0 0 1 2 

15u  1 1 1 1 0 4 

16u  1 1 1 1 0 4 

17u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

18u  1 1 1 1 0 4 

19u  1 0 1 0 1 3 

21u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

22u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

23u  0 1 1 0 0 2 

24u  0 1 1 0 0 2 

25u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

26u  0 1 1 0 0 2 

27u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

28u  0 1 1 0 0 2 

29u  1 0 0 0 0 1 

30u  0 1 1 0 0 2 

 

4.2.3 Analysis of HPC Combination Reduction Based on Table 4.5 

The reduction of Table 4.5 based on the proposed HPC combination algorithm 

is presented and discussed in this section to evaluate the performance of the porposed 

HPC algorithm. The algorithm can be improved by finding the means of new 

classification to generate solutions in enhancing the reduction cost. In solving the 

problem of parameter reduction, the decision partition order algorithm should use an 

intelligent method that has lower reduction but with better capability to effectively filter 

the parameters by using sufficient conditions to reduce the objects. 
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 Table 4.5 Tabular representation of a soft-set 

PU /  
1

p
 2

p
 3

p
 4

p
 5

p
 6

p
   

 .f
 

1
u  

1 1 1 0 0 1 4 

2u  
1 1 1 0 1 0 4 

3u
 

1 1 1 0 1 0 4 

4u  
0 1 1 0 0 1 3 

5u
 

1 1 1 1 1 0 5 

6u
 

1 1 1 1 0 1 5 

7u
 

0 0 0 0 1 1 2 

8u
 

0 0 1 1 1 0 3 

 

4.3 Performance of Proposed Decision Partition Based on  Probability 

In order to evaluate and validate our decision partition order algorithm, the 

proposed Markov chain with respect to prioritized weight vector is implemented using 

Matlab 2010 simulation tool. We have implemented the proposed mathematical model 

of parameter reduction for decision partition order based on adjusted weight vector (in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.5), in order to mathematically prove the validity of our proposed 

algorithm and its ability in reduction.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the achieved results that 

represent the probability of reduction using our proposed decision partition order 

algorithm in the form of probability tail exponatioal function and Probability 

Distribution Function (PDF). Figure 4.1a shows that our algorithm could achieve high 

fraction of total reduced parameters in probability tails of 0.9 when 16 parameters were 

given in a soft dataset. This indicates that our proposed decision partition order 

algorithm has efficient ability in reducing parameters of soft dataset up to 90% (14.4 of 

16 parameters parameters were removed). 

Figure 4.1b demonstrates the PDF of our proposed decision partition order 

algorithm with same number of parameters, (16) and random generated sub-set 

combinations. It is obvious that based on our proposed Markov chain model, our HPC 

algorithm could perform the best in terms of PDF in parameter reduction when the 

number of parameters and their random generated combinations are increased. Thus, a 

valid model was achieved by considering the weighted prioritized vector in the 

conducted decision making process of parameter reduction using proposed decision 

partition order algorithm. 
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Figure 4.1a.    Fraction tail probability of proposed  Figure 4.1b Normal N-Parameter 

PDF Decision partition order  algorithm value 

Figure 4.1 Probability validation of proposed Markov chain model of HPC 

algorithm 

Figure 4.2 presents the modelled sequence of state transitions for parameter 

reduction using our proposed Markov chain model. We can observe the state transitions 

of 15 parameters (15 states) and their probability of reduction Pr within the selected 32 

different combinations of sub sets. Utilizing the aforementioned methods in Section 3.5, 

which are adjusted weight vector and priority, the Pr of 15 parameters are simulated and 

presented, while in Figure 4.3, a clear interpretation of performance analysis of our 

proposed Markov chain model was given. The probability to be selected as the best sub-

optimal decision in a percentage form is presented for each individual parameter. We 

can read from graphs in Figure 4.3 that parameters 10, 12 and 9 have obtained the 

highest probabilities respectively. In other words, parameters 10, 12 and 9 will be most 

highly recommended to remain as sub-optimal decisions in the final reduced soft set. It 

is worth noting that the reason behind this output is that, our proposed Markov chain 

model has considered the adjusted weight vectors and given priorities for each 

individual parameter in the soft set. The weight values were selected based in 

normalized weighted random numbers from 1 to 1000. 

No. of parameters No. of parameters 
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Figure 4.2  Sequence of state transitions for parameter reduction 

 
 

 

Figure 4.3  Probability percentage of the sub-optimal decision 
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4.4 Performance Evaluation of Proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO Algorithm  

            for  Predict Decision Partition Order 

To evaluate our proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm a simulation was 

conducted based on Matlab 2010 tool. The binary version of PSO was implemented 

taking into account the recent improvements of particle’s transfer functions V and S 

shaped that were proposed by Mirjalili et al. (2013). Moreover, for more accuracy, the 

BBO optimization algorithm was implemented on generated soft dataset as a way to 

reduce the average error of decision making of our proposed SSR algorithm. Thus, the 

lowest obtained error out of learning process of conducted Neural Network (NN) is 

considered on updating the velocity and position of each particle during searching 

process for the optimal decision. Hence, an optimized SSR algorithm was achieved in 

this study. 

In order to prove the ability of BBO algorithm in classifying the given 

parameter in a softest data and showing its competency among the rest, it was 

implemented along with common classification algorithms to show their performance in 

classifying parameters of our dataset. In Figure 4.4, the classification rates based on 

Table 2.2 that were achieved by applying suggested BBO algorithm are compared with 

other common optimization algorithms, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic 

Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Evolutionary Strategy (ES) and 

Probability-Based Incremental Learning (PBEL)). It is important to mention that each 

algorithm was run 10 times and the average percentage is presented in Figure 4.4. It is 

clear enough that the suggested BBO based optimizer has achieved higher overall 

classification rate close to 100% compared with other optimization algorithms. The 

reason is that  BBO has the best ability to avoid becoming trapped in local minima for 

the given dataset.  
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Figure 4.4 Classification rate of proposed SSR algorithm using BBO optimization 

algorithm compared with other optimization algorithms 

 

SSE based on BBO could achieve minimum overall MSE compare with other 

algorithms as illustrated in Figure 4.5 BBO tends to have the fastest convergence 

behaviour on provided dataset. The experiment was run for 10 times with 300 

generations in each. The average MSE was calculated after each run and presented in 

Figure 4.5 as overall average MSE. It is important to report here that the BBO 

algorithm has utilized the developed HSI of all habitats, which effects the growth in the 

initial random solutions for a particular problem scenario to obtain better convergence 

rate compared with other algorithms presented in Figure 4.5. Basically, BBO algorithm 

starts with a random set of habitats and every habitat has n different habitants that are 

correlated to the number of variables of an individual problem scenario. In addition, 

each habitat has its own immigration, emigration, and mutation rates. This simulates the 

typical geographically separated locations in nature. 
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Figure 4.5 Convergence curves of MSE of SSR based BBO compared with other 

optimization algorithms of soft-dataset 

The achieved results out of our proposed hybrid SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm are 

presented in Figure 4.6. A soft dataset of eight (8) sub-sets and 200 parameters (v=200, 

refer to Table 8, Appendix A1)  was generated randomly to test the ability of our 

proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm in selecting the optimal decision out of this big 

dataset during 600 general iterations of BPOS with assistance of 300 iterations of BBO 

optimization algorithm. We predefined a threshold called Average-of-the-Best (AoB) 

and we identified the parameter reduction criteria to be AoB ≥ 50. Hence, parameters 

that achieve AoB ˂ 50 will be omitted from the list of optimal decisions. 

It is clear that sub-set number 4 has obtained the best convergence curves in 

average compared with others. This is because sub-set 4 could maintain a steady 

behavior out of an average of 600 iterations. Sub-set 3 was the second ranked sub-set as 

it could achieve a lot of  similar average best-so-far compared with sub-set 4, which 

represented 200 columns. Sub-set 7 has been removed since it does not satisfy our 

predefine constraint criteria. Sub-set 7 obtained an AoB less than 50 during the last few 

iterations, thus it has been excluded from the list of optimal decisions.  We could 
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achieve a highly significant optimized soft-set reduction algorithm that could address 

the weighty issue of data redundancy compared with existing algorithms.  Below is the 

data of optimal decision (best option) obtained, which is sub-set number four (4). 

 

Figure 4.6 Convergence curves of Eight sub-sets of soft-dataset with v=200 

 

4.5 Analysis Based on Decision Partition Order Algorithm 

When the important data discovered the decision must be built based on  the 

original properties, that should be free from uncertainty.  The reason that, uncertainty 

generates  inconsistency which represented by implies and non implies cases, which  

creates noise that is similar to email’s spams situation. Our proposed decision partition 

order technique makes solid relations and ensures the consistency of original set while 

maintaining optimal and sub-optimal choices. The reduction rate increases using our 

proposed decision partition order technique based on priorities algorithm. The strength 

of the original property extractions include the existence of the relevant data that has 

relationship with the original. 
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4.5.1 Analysis Based on Decision Partition Order Algorithm in Table 4.5 

The proposed decision partition order economically rationalising the original 

data into another version of data that can produce the same reduction ratio as obtained 

in Table 2.2 and Table 4.3. The proposed algorithm can improve the reduction by 

merging the data into smaller size, and it is flexible and it can be extended to other data 

properties such as priorities, which increases the discount rate and reduces memory 

usage and consequently reducing customer expense. For instance, the parameter 

reduction is achieved as follows: 

The cluster of decision partition order for Table 4.5 generates partitions such as 

 ,}{},,{},,{},,,{ 76584321 uuuuuuuu  which is categorized into },{ 65 uu  as the 

maximum support (optimal decision partition order), },,{ 321 uuu as the second optimal 

decision partition, },{ 84 uu  as the third optimal decision partition, and }{ 7u as the last 

optimal decision partition. The reduction obtained as a result of removing parameters 

53 , pp and 
6p  is 50% as shown in Table 4.6. 

 Table 4.6  Representation of the reduction soft set  in Table 4.5 

PU /  1
p  2

p   4
p   .f  

1
u  1 1 0 2 

2u  
1 1 0 2 

3u
 

1 1 0 2 

4u
 

0 1 0 1 

5u
 

1 1 1 3 

6u
 

1 1 1 3 

7u
 

0 0 0 0 

8u
 

0 0 1 1 
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4.6 Discussions of Proposed Characteristics within Computational Boundary   

A low-cost choice of decision partitions would reduce the customer’s expense. 

In this study, the customer and decision maker is provided with a set of algorithms for 

decision partitions with low choices rates and low computation while producing 

consistent decision quality, and the approach is extended to soft-set testing and 

evaluating the obtained solutions. The main benefit of reducing the length of choice is 

cost reduction, and that of decision quality is to allow significant candidate reduction 

while eliminating the arrival of false parameters at the candidate solutions. The soft 

weight is the pipeline or bridge between reduction process and selections criteria, which 

was assembled on similar object clusters. The basic concept is to group these clusters 

into disjoint groups as original characteristics. The following sections discuss the 

performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm and provide a comparison with other 

popularly used algorithms in the area of parameter reduction based soft-set. 

4.6.1 Overall Decision Partition and Computational Cost 

          Optimal decision is an important business strategy that is determined with the 

best quality extension objective in reducing the overall cost under finite parameter. The 

minimum parameters were identified to completely fill the original decision partition in 

the reduction process, which is made possible with use of cluster and soft-set in 

arranging the subsets as well as determining the spacing between rows support. Small 

and large spacing of the support is determined based on cluster that is based on rough 

set equal to classless (similarity) rather than on the rough set lower and upper 

approximations involved in the parameter reduction. In next section, the analysis of 

HPC combination and the proposed complement are presented, followed by FPC 

combinations. The performance evaluation analysis is elaborated in this section, 

followed by the discussion on the alternative normal parameter reduction analysis. 

Initially, during parameter reduction analysis, the characteristics of the original 

data should be assigned to computational cost, but the question is which characteristic 

should be assigned to a given boundary. The vagueness of some values inside the 

approximation range will be clarified during this analysis, which needs intelligent 

detections. To reduce the number of soft data, one can use set theory to analyze and 

simplify the huge data that helps to set unique original data characteristics. Several 
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researchers have analyzed the original decision partition situation; however, some 

amount of vagueness cannot be waived. To solve this problem, one needs to study the 

characteristics of data and find their relations to determine the reduced data. Every soft 

reduction algorithm has to assign decision partition and their order properties. The 

verifications of the highest parameters reduction of independent decision partition order 

of the original set occurs at the maximum reduction, which is significantly close to the 

original characteristics boundary gap based on cluster and soft-set generated by the 

proposed Hybrid complement algorithm. Since the comparisons of any two decisions 

partition states based on equal classes is circular, this proves the decision partition 

order. In filtering false parameters, it is not necessary to check the complete original 

objects support cluster. It is sufficient to check only the Min supp and, consequently, 

the false parameters can be differentiated. Max supp is used to confirm the parameters 

that satisfy Min supp. Finally, R supp is used as a final check only to confirm those 

parameters that satisfy Min supp and Max supp clusters. The decision partition order 

algorithm is implemented in Java program as Net Beans IDE, 8.0.2 that is executed on 

Intel (R) Core (TM) 2 Duo CPU @.T6600@2.20 GHz running 32-bit operating system 

Windows 7 with 3.00 GB RAM. 

Since the result of the reduction is determined based on combinations, the 

problem that needs to be solved is how to reduce the number of combinations, rather 

than reducing the full subset combinations of elements. To search for the decision 

solutions, the sub-combination has to be validated by pre-processing the parameters, but 

intelligent decision is required to identify where the solution is expected. However, the 

solution cannot be found if the computational boundary characteristic is not well-fitted, 

causing unnecessary loss of time and producing wrong results. The various algorithms 

used in this study performed the candidate boundary computational tests in finding the 

minimum boundary to produce accurate decision results. 

4.6.2 Dimensionless Discussions of Decision Partition Order 

Decision partition and its order is used to categorize soft data that qualify and 

perform reduction for generating new meaningful decisions.  This process provides data 

object space that are separated into disjoint clusters such that every query has the 

smallest set of indexing block, which is an efficient query object accessing. The 

architecture describes the interaction between customers, decision makers (identified by 

file:///D:/After%20Viva/ready%20to%20submit/Revised%20thesis%20march%202017/20%22T6600@2.20
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a set of optimal choices levels and its relevant top ranking extracting) and the concept 

for each specified weight. The test reduction result are as shown in Table 2.2, Table 4.1, 

Table 4.3 and Table 4.5. 

The parameterization reduction algorithm proposed by Kumar and Rengasamy 

(2013), was implemented for the purpose of benchmarking. It is worth noting that the 

proposed algorithm by Kumar deletes the clusters containing parameters that do not 

induce the original cluster, leaving the remaining parameter clusters to be checked 

looking for the optimal solution; the deleted parameters will be considered as a part of 

parameter reduction if their complement induced original decision partition. In our 

improved proposed algorithm, the clusters are checked for Min supp, Max supp and R 

supp. After the deletion process, if the induced Min supp resulting from the remaining 

parameters is not the same as the original Min supp, the deleted parameter is considered 

not part of the reduction, then kept; other wise ,Max check is required and if it satisfies 

the original Max partition, then R supp is checked to confirm whether or not R supp can 

be reduced. 

Referring to Table 2.2, a comparison of the experimental results obtained based 

on previous algorithms and the proposed algorithms is shown in Figure 4.5. From the 

table, the dimensionless reductions are minimized using the following algorithms: Rose 

et al. (2010), Ma et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2012), Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), FPC 

combination, HPC combination, and complement  based on decision partition order. 

In Table 2.2, similar soft parameter reduction are performed on set }{ 6p as 

reduction that was deleted from }.,,,,,{ 654321 pppppp  The reduction dropped by up 

to 37% when using the algorithms proposed by Rose et al. (2012) and the HPC 

combination; meanwhile the reduction was 17% when using the algorithms suggested 

by Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), the FPC combination and the proposed complement 

algorithms. However, issues were encountered when applying Rose’s (2012) algorithm  

due to object filtering ratio that increases the effect of reduction because the author 

overcame the false objects that have maximally or minimally supported parameters. 

Meanwhile, using the algorithms proposed by Rose et al. (2010) and Ma et al. (2011), 

on reducing Table 2.2, their co-efficiency becomes zero. 
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However, the proposed hybrid complement reduction method was updated in 

this study as a technique that works in two directions, first as a two-dimensional shape, 

then rotated for object reduction. Thus, the soft reduction rate for the updated version, 

as shown in Table 2.2, has increased up to approximately 37%, which is the same as 

that of Rose et al. (2012) and HPC proposed algorithm. The results shows that the 

object reduction issues is solved using the proposed complement method as the 

algorithm always produces reduction in both directions. As for objects, the reduction 

causes the complete cluster to be removed from sub-partitions. Also, from Table 2.2, 

the proposed complement algorithm, HPC combination and Rose’s (2012)  algorithm 

generate significant results as their average reduction rates are the highest, even on the 

parameters or objects as shown in Figure 4.7. 

Also, referring to Table 2.2, the complement proposed algorithm based on 

decision partition order, HPC combination and (Rose et al., 2012) generate significant 

result as their average reduction rates are the highest, even on the parameters or objects 

side as shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

Figure 4.7 Represent reduction result of Set 2.2 
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Figure 4.8 Improved reduction of Set 2.2 

Referring to Table 4.3, the results obtained from checking the soft-set reduction 

based on previous algorithms and the proposed algorithms are shown in Figure 4.8, in 

which it was noted that the dimensionless reductions is minimized with algorithms 

suggested by Ma et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2012), Rose et al. (2012), and Kumar and 

Rengasamy (2013), and the FPC combination, HPC combination and the proposed 

complement method. 

Based on Table 4.3, the measured soft parameter reduction obtained from all the 

algorithms, as shown in Figure 4.9, is moderate and the same reduction rate for all the 

algorithms after the parameters },{ 76 pp were deleted from the original set 

}.,,,,,,{ 7654321 ppppppp  Except no result is obtained from the algorithm suggested 

Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). The reason for Kumar’s algorithm not having any result 

is that the reduction of their implies is applied only when a single set is full or empty, 

and this has not reduced the density of implies that are represented in more than one 

column. Kumar and Rengasamy claimed that parameter reduction is determined based 

on a single parameter and they employed this property to calculate the false parameters, 

but if the parameters are individually deleted, then their implies condition cannot occur 

except when the parameter are maximally or minimally supported by parameters as in 
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Case 1. However, if the parameters in Case 1 have not been separately extracted and 

have implies, then the implies reduction would lead to an intermediate value that has a 

certain amount of uncertainly. Usually in the approach where every implies are not as in 

Case 1, the reduction results cannot be determined by depending on a single parameter. 

 

Figure 4.9 Reduction of Set 4.3 

Based on Table 4.5 and using the algorithms mentioned, the soft parameter 

reduction rates obtained, after the decision partition order algorithm detected the 

parameters },,{ 653 ppp and deleted it from the original set },,,,,,{ 654321 pppppp  

is shown in Figure 4.10. The proposed complement algorithm achieved a reduction of 

approximately 50%, while no reduction is obtained from the algorithms suggested by 

Rose et al. (2010), Ma et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2012), Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), 

the proposed HPC algorithm and the FPC algorithm. Kumar and Rengasamy (2013) 

calculated false parameters reduction based on single parameter; however, no reduction 

of Table 4.5 will result if the parameters are individually deleted. Since implies 

condition do not occur in Table 4.5, even when the parameters are rotated, no reduction 

will be obtained from using the algorithms suggested by Rose et al. (2010), Ma et al. 

(2011), Rose et al. (2012), Kumar and Rengasamy (2013). FPC, and the proposed (HPC 

and complement) algorithms. 
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Figure 4.10 Reduction of Set 4.5 

4.6.3 The Decision Partition Order Accuracy 

With 200 parameters used to obtain decision partition order, 600 iterations were 

generated to predict the optimal decision partition (the object Set 4) and next sub-

optimal decisions partitions (the object Set 3); the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO 

performed the best by achieving 69% parameter reduction (removing 138 parameters 

out of 200 parameters) and 75% object or sub-set reduction (selecting optimal decisions 

2 sub-sets out of 8). 

4.7 Computational Result for Searching Strategy 

Before searching where the solution is expected, the original characteristics 

need to be identified, which is done in prep-processing steps by decision partition order 

using indicernibility cluster in arranging the objects and maintaining the consistency of 

original characteristics. Based on Figure 4.11, in Part A, sub dimensional is 

decomposed to reduce implies (Herawan et al., 2009a) but not including single 

dimensional (Part B), while in Part B, Ma et al. (2011) proposed single dimensional 

reductions for implies if it is maximally or minimally supported by objects as Part B. 

Then, using the  reduction is extended as multiple of N. Non-implies that are not 

reduced by the algorithms, Ma et al. (2011) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013) 
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produced decompositions that removed both Part B (implies) or Part C (non implies), if 

by removable their remaining parameters induced the original partitions. However, all 

non implies are not reduced by Kumar’s algorithm if the non implies are placed in more 

than one column. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Represent reduction based on previous decompositions strategy 

 

Referring to Table 4.5, the reduction obtained from checking the soft-set 

reduction based on previous decompositions algorithms and the proposed algorithms 

are shown in Figure 4.12. It is noted that the dimensionless reductions is not minimized 

with algorithms proposed by Ma et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2012), Rose et al. (2012), 

Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), and proposed Markov Model. 

 

Figure 4.12 Represent space reduction based on Table 4.5 
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In the proposed algorithm based on Markov probability model in Table 4.5, the 

reduction is found after the sub reduction generated 20 spaces, while that of Ma et al. 

(2011) and Kumar and Rengasamy (2013) found no reduction even after checking 62 

combinations. Taking into consideration the number of combinations that each 

algorithm needs to check as a computational cost in finding the best normal parameter 

reduction, the proposed algorithm could find the solution within 20 spaces; the 

computational cost obtained is (20/64) × 100% = 31.25%. On the other hand, the other 

algorithms failed to obtain any reduction even after checking all the possible 62 

combinations, which means the computational cost is 100%. A comparison of the 

resulting computational cost is shown in Figure 4.13, and the use of the proposed 

Markov model is justified due to its improved reductions efficiency in terms of time. 

 

Figure 4.13 Computational cost  based on Table 4.5 

4.8 Summary 

This chapter discusses the results obtained from the proposed SSR and HPC 

algorithms as well as that obtained from the algorithms proposed by Ma et al. (2011), 

Rose et al. (2012), Rose et al. (2012), Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), FPC combination 

and HPC combination. The proposed SSR and HPC algorithms are benchmarked 

against the other algorithms, it can be concluded that, based on the results obtained, all 

the objectives of the study as stated in Chapter 1 have been achieved. Furthermore, the 
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applying the algorithms on given soft datasets. In particular, the proposed hybrid 

parameter complement reduction algorithm is used to reduce the computational cost of 

search domain that could help in managing uncertain data and maintaining the 

consistency during the process of parameter reduction. The first contribution of this 

study is to maintain consistency of optimal and sub-optimal choices by the use of the 

developed HPC algorithm. The improvement in the cost of parameter reduction 

benefited the customers and decision makers by producing smaller data size for 

transmission via communication lines for use in forecasting applications. The proposed 

HPC algorithm has also solved the infinite machine state and improved the decision 

characteristics classifications by setting the decision partition and its order. The process 

of fixing the characteristics of the original data has produced minimized choice cost 

with high data quality, which has also simplified the decision representations. The 

results obtained based on decision partition and its order has produced a new version of 

soft-set reduction algorithm that has uniquely addressed the issue of soft parameters 

reductions.  

In addition, this chapter proposed two more contributions, namely, the 

development of mathematical model that could efficiently formulate the probability of 

parameter reduction based on adjusted weight vector and Markov Chain model, as well 

as the affirmation of data classifications via the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm 

that utilize the soft-set data classification to obtain the optimal decision. In first 

component this study contributes to maintain consistency of optimal and sub-optimal 

choices by the use of developed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm. 

Object or sub-set reduction has also addressed in this chapter, which was 

achieved by rotating two-dimensional tables using the proposed hybrid complement 

SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm to generate candidate objects solutions; the proposed 

algorithm has improved sub-set reduction by approximately 10% compared with that of 

the state-of-the-art algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm 

could efficiently address the issue of choosing an optimal decision out of a large 

number of parameter combinations, which was achieved by considering the S and V 

shaped transfer functions based on binary version of PSO that was optimized via BBO 

to achieve low MSE of the obtained decision. Thus, a significant contribution was 

achieved by obtaining a finite answer as the optimal decision. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

5.1 Introduction 

Numerous studies have been conducted in favor of data reduction to ensure high 

quality and integrity of data before it can be processed in supporting decision making. 

In the last decades, several algorithms were developed in the field of data reduction that 

are aimed at extracting valuable information from a large collection of data, in which 

case the reduction process is very important since the human brain has limitations in 

performing decision making. The human brain is only able to make decisions based on 

specific amount of information or choices, but cannot extend the decision beyond the 

provided information. Soft theory shows that the coefficient of Boolean classifications 

can compress vital digital data closer into a smaller space.   

There are several parameter reduction techniques that deal with uncertainty in 

soft-set theory to achieve reduction based on information characteristics in reducing 

implies and some non-implies condition, but the techniques failed to provide 

consistency in both implies and non-implies. This study has reviewed previous studies 

on the effect of soft-set reduction techniques on parameter reduction that were 

conducted by previous researchers such as Maji et al.  (2002), Chen et al. (2005), Kong 

et al. (2008), Rose et al. (2010), Mamat et al. (2011), Rose et al. (2012) and Kumar and 

Rengasamy (2013). However, the concept used in their studies does not consider some 

implies and non implies as reduction; thus, if the implies or non-implies are placed in 

more than one column, the algorithms can no longer capture it. 

This current review is useful in enhancing characteristic of decision partition 

classifications that are not stable, however, these cases do not maintain the accuracy of 

the classifications. Another issue is that the reduction efficiency is not enhanced if the 
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domains of sub sets are not feasible due to large parameters. The large parameters 

induced infinite combinations, and for this reason previous studies have decomposed 

the parameters into small sub sets by removing the complexity of feasible domain but 

this does not generate optimal decision. 

The proposed algorithm in this research is significant to the body of knowledge 

as it could efficiently maintain the optimal and sub-optimal choices during the process 

of soft set reduction. Moreover, the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm will 

efficiently address the issue of obtaining an optimal decision with high classification 

rate and less error. 

In this research three main contributions are proposed, which are the hybrid 

technique that is used for reducing the computational cost of search domain for 

managing uncertain data and maintaining the consistency during parameter reduction 

process, the development of mathematical model that could efficiently formulate the 

probability of parameter reduction based on adjusted weight vector and Markov Chain 

model, and maintaining soft-set data classifications via the proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO 

algorithm that utilise the soft-set data classification to obtain the optimal decision. 

 The first component of this study contributes to maintain consistency of optimal 

and sub-optimal choices by the use of the developed HPC algorithm. The enhancement 

in the achieved cost of parameter reduction has benefited the customers and decision 

makers by producing smaller data size that can be easily sent through transmission 

lines. The performance of the proposed HPC algorithm has solved the infinite machine 

state and improved the decision characteristics classifications by setting the decision 

partition and its order. The process of fixing the original characteristics has minimized 

choice cost by producing high data quality, which has also simplified the decision 

representations. The results obtained, as shown in Chapter 4, which is based on decision 

partition and its order has produced a new version of soft-set reduction algorithm that 

has uniquely addressed the issue of soft parameters reductions. 

In addition, the object or sub-set reduction has also been addressed in this study, 

which is achieved via two stages, first by rotating two-dimensional tables using hybrid 

complement algorithm to generate candidate objects, and then the candidate object 

solutions measured the significance of the candidate solutions by using Jacquard 
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similarity against the decision partition and its order to remove complete sub-sets. 

Consequently, the steps enhanced the proposed hybrid complement algorithms, which 

increased the reduction by up to 37% instead of 17% achieved by other algorithms. 

Moreover, the decision partition order algorithm has improved sub-set reduction by 

approximately 10% compared to that obtained using Rose’s algorithm (Rose et al., 

2012). As a result, the sub-set reduction process has significantly improved as a part of 

soft-set reduction process using the proposed decision partition order. 

The proposed probability model of parameter reduction based on adjusted 

weight vector and Markov Chain model has validated the efficiency of the proposed 

parameter reduction algorithm in achieving high probability of reduction with respect to 

the increase in the number of parameters and their possible random combinations. The 

proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm could efficiently address the issue of choosing an 

optimal decision out of a huge number of parameter combinations. This was achieved 

by considering the S and V shaped transfer functions based on binary version of PSO, 

which was optimized via BBO to achieve low MSE of obtained decision. Thus, a 

significant contribution was achieved by obtaining a finite answer as the optimal 

decision. 

The next section presents the summarized computational cost of the proposed 

algorithms. Finally, recommendations for future commotional reductions is discussed. 

5.2 Summarized Computational Cost 

            The proposed probability algorithm will first remove the dispensable 

parameters. It can be concluded that implies decompositions are multiples of N and will 

close the infinite machine state at (total 1’s or total 0’s) by 1*N, 2*N, 3*N,...(M-1)*N, 

where M and N the numbers of objects and parameters, respectively. Also, the 

decomposition gap of non implies is closed at (total 1’s+total 0’s) if the implies are 

decomposed into 1*N, 2*N, 3*N,...(M-1)*N. The decomposition process is followed 

with the construction of candidates by reconstructing the result obtained from the 

decomposition process. During this process, any decomposed implies will be reduced if 

all of its objects supports are the same, and any decomposed non implies will be 

reduced if their complement objects decision partition induced the original objects 

decision partition order.  
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In terms of the decomposition used for enhancing the search domain, the 

proposed probability algorithms has reduced the soft-set by 32% compared to 0% 

obtained from existing algorithms. This improvement in parameter reduction is the 

result of using the probability model instead of removing one-dimensional parameters 

for removing non implies as suggested by Kumar (2013); removing one-dimensional 

will overcome the parameters that are maximally or minimally induced by objects. The 

solutions is first executed to reduce the search domain, which will enhance 

decompositions time by reducing the search domain before decomposition process. 

Finally, the efficiency of decompositions enhances the infinite machine state and 

improves the checking of further reductions. 

            The proposed algorithm implemented in this study will also enhance the 

decomposition process by reducing the decompositions time as continuous checking is 

avoided. Thus, optimization takes place by eliminating specific parameters from the 

overall soft-set combination. The proposed algorithm has speeded up the time required 

to obtain the candidate solutions by reducing the parameter reduction process. Thus, the 

proposed SSR-BPSO-BBO algorithm is more efficient and performs better in obtaining 

more accurate optimum decision by overcoming the difficulties and limitations of 

existing algorithms. 

5.3 Summary of Original Characteristics Findings 

           The findings obtained from the analysis of the soft data is presented in this study, 

in which less choices is employed in dimensionality reduction in finding the minimum 

number of significant parameter, objects or sub sets. The technique used is able to 

identify the false frequent data that has negative effect on the reduction process, and in 

searching the domain, the decomposition process is able to improve computational cost 

and remove complexity type. 

The need to maintain the original classifications while reducing the parameters 

was one of the problems faced when using several previous soft-set reduction 

techniques, while high decision cost decreases the quality of information and produces 

inconsistency. The existing algorithms provide the solutions for soft parameter 

reduction but their solutions are not assigned full classifications as their reduction are 

partially solved. The findings from using the proposed algorithm is that it enhances the 
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reduction quality, controls the relationship among the information, and improves the 

original soft-set the decision quality and choices cost. 

This research has found a method to determine the classifications of the original 

set by setting decision partition cluster and decision partition cluster order. The objects 

decisions supports decompositions improved in terms of searching efforts in checking 

candidate’s solution, in which the enhancement of objects support decompositions have 

been made by Min supp, Max supp and R supp. As mentioned earlier, existing 

algorithms suffer from the possible occurrence of false frequent during reduction. Thus, 

to find reliable soft-set reduction, the proposed Hybrid parameterization reduction 

algorithm has implemented decision partition cluster and decision partition cluster order 

criteria checking in order to generate reduction. 

The proposed decision partition order method can be used to check reduction 

inconsistency, similar to other previous algorithms proposed by Ma (2011), Rose et al. 

(2012), Kumar and Rengasamy (2013), FPC combination and HPC combination. Using 

Kumar’s algorithm, FPC combination and HPC combination, the reduction achieved is 

37%, while a reduction of up to 37% is obtained when using the proposed hybrid 

complement algorithm. The proposed hybrid complement method attained higher 

reduction because it reduces the parameters as well as objects, and the reduction is 

generated in each rotation. Ma’s and Rose‘s algorithm cannot perform reductions in the 

compressions, and Kumar’s algorithm cannot perform reduction when the non implies 

or the implies occur in more than one column; however, the proposed hybrid 

complement method is able to generate reduction and the accuracy of decision partition 

is predicted using SSR-BPSO-BBO. 

5.4 Summary of  Minimum Candidate Solutions 

The decomposition process proposed in this study is able to solve the problem 

of infinite machine state by generating finite solutions, and exact solutions are produced 

with minimum searching effort. The complexity of candidate boundary is solved by 

removing or selecting sub sets, and the decompositions of the original characteristics 

induced Min supp, Max supp and R supp that eliminated some candidates from 

candidate sets. Several algorithms, such as that proposed by Ma, Kumar and the 

proposed method, could generate reduction, but the benefit of the decomposition stage 
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is to decrease the number of checking for the solutions. The total number of 

combinations and transfer methods of the proposed method minimises the search 

domain to produce results at minimum complexity, however, the methods suggested by 

Ma and Kumar do not always generate reductions. Using Ma’s algorithm, no reduction 

will occur if non implies is present as the reduction is overcome by search domain 

reduction, while Kumar’s algorithm could not detect any reductions in candidate 

solutions if implies occur. 

5.5 Recommendations and Future Work 

It is recommended that a compact and an alternative technique soft-set reduction 

algorithm be developed to produce exact solutions in terms of choice cost reduction 

while maintaining the characteristics of the original data. The proposed combinations 

could not handle dispensability status when it’s infinite parameters are placed in more 

than one column. Therefore, it will open new horizons to make use of existing 

techniques at the same time creative, innovative and genius solutions should be made. 

In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate the efficiency of the proposed 

algorithm by implementing it into other research fields such as networks sensors, flood 

and disaster forecasting: 

The algorithm to be developed should generate solutions in enhancing candidate 

solutions reduction complexity for the following reasons. The algorithm should use 

intelligent methods and at the same time has lower complexity in solving the problem 

of parameter reduction in a more compact method. It is also recommended that future 

researchers should attempt to find an innovative method for determining solutions for 

soft-set or other types of data, in which the reduction should be rely on more powerful 

algorithms to ensure that quality decision can be achieved in infinite parameters as well 

as the accuracy of the original consistency. 
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APPENDIX A 

A   SOFT SET DATA TABLE 200 

Table 2.8  Soft set representations 

VS /  1v  2v  3v
 4v  5v

 6v
 7v

 8v
 9v

 10v
 

1s  
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

3s
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

4s  
1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 3 0 

 

 

 

 Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  11v
 12v

 13v
 14v

 15v
 16v

 17v
 18v

 19v
 20v

 

1s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

2s
 

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

4s
 

0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

0 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  21v  22v  23v
 24v  25v

 26v
 27v

 28v
 29v

 30v
 

1s  
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

2s  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  31v
 32v

 33v
 34v

 35v
 36v

 37v
 38v

 39v
 40v

 

1s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3s
 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

4s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  41v  42v  43v
 44v  45v

 46v
 47v

 48v
 49v

 50v
 

1s  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

3s
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

4s  
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 3 0 2 0 2 1 1 1 2 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  51v
 52v

 53v
 54v

 55v
 56v

 57v
 58v

 59v
 60v

 

1s
 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

2s  
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

5s
 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 1 2 1 0 2 1 1 2 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  61v
 62v

 63v
 64v

 65v
 66v

 67v
 68v

 69v
 70v

 

1s  
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2s  
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

4s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 1 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 0 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  71v
 72v

 73v
 74v

 75v
 76v

 77v
 78v

 79v
 80v

 

1s
 

0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

3s
 

1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

4s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 1 1 1 3 2 0 1 0 2 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  81v
 82v

 83v
 84v

 85v
 86v

 87v
 88v

 89v
 90v

 

1s  
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

4s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  91v
 92v

 93v
 94v

 95v
 96v

 97v
 98v

 99v
 100v

 

1s
 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

4s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

0 0 0 2 3 1 2 1 0 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  101v
 102v

 103v
 104v

 105v
 106v

 107v
 108v

 109v
 110v

 

1s  
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 

3s
 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

4s  
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 2 0 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 

 

 

 

 Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  111v
 112v

 113v
 114v

 115v
 116v

 117v
 118v

 119v
 120v

 

1s
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

3s
 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

)( jvS
 

2 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  121v  122v  123v
 124v  125v

 126v
 127v

 128v
 129v

 130v
 

1s  
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 

3s
 

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

4s  
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

3 1 2 2 0 2 3 0 0 1 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  131v
 132v

 133v
 134v

 135v
 136v

 137v
 138v

 139v
 140v

 

1s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2s  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

3s
 

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

4s
 

1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

3 3 1 1 1 0 3 2 2 2 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  141v  142v  143v
 144v  145v

 146v
 147v

 148v
 149v

 150v
 

1s  
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 

4s  
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 1 1 0 3 2 1 1 1 0 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  151v
 152v

 153v
 154v

 155v
 156v

 157v
 158v

 159v
 160v

 

1s
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

3s
 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

4s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

2 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  161v
 162v

 163v
 164v

 165v
 166v

 167v
 168v

 169v
 170v

 

1s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

3s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

4s  
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 

 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  171v
 172v

 173v
 174v

 175v
 176v

 177v
 178v

 179v
 180v

 

1s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

3s
 

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

4s
 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

1 1 0 2 1 1 1 0 0 1 
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Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  181v
 182v

 183v
 184v

 185v
 186v

 187v
 188v

 189v
 190v

 

1s  
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 

3s
 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

4s  
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

7s
 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

8s
 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

)( jvS
 

0 3 2 2 0 0 2 3 2 2 

 

 

Table 2.8  Continued. 

VS /  191v
 192v

 193v
 194v

 195v
 196v

 197v
 198v

 199v
 200v

 
(.)f

 

1s
 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 

2s  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 49 

3s
 

0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 60 

4s  
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 62 

5s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

6s
 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 

7s
 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 

8s
 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 

)( jvS
 

0 2 1 0 2 2 2 2 3 2 234 
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